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NPECIA1. NOTICES.

PORTLAND,

AUCTION NAE.JKS

Special Notice.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
would call special attention to the Assessors’
WE
Notice, which appears in
columns today
with reference to Taxes, that all persons interested
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,
may comply with the tenor of such notice, particuour

larly the clauses with reference to the U. S. GovernmenttJBonds, Deposits in Savings Banks, and
Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard thoughts
and possibly hard words, when too late.
Smar31
snl6t

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

F. O.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cpses that are given up as incurable by
the allopathic and homoepathic physicians. 1 will
take their

to treat and cure them. I find about
four fifths of the cases given up to die can be cured.
Examination at a distance by letter, with their
full name and place of residence and one 2 cent
stamp and $2.00, Examination second sight and
consultation free.
Office hoars On. in. to 9 p. m.
mar3sntf

BAILEV,

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS,

AUGUSTA.

The flag of the Second Maine Regiment and
that of the First Maine Heavy Artillery have
been in the care of the G. A. R. Poet of Bangor. Next Wednesday they will be sent to
Augusta, and the Bangor Post will escort
them to the train.
These flags will hereafler
be kept in the State House.
Enmund F. Harriman, who eloped frem
Bangor with the Orrington woman, was in Augusta Saturday, and called at the police station. He was on his way to Lewiston, and-departed from Augusta on the noon freight. He
is of the opinion that he can make Mr. Riohardson, the husband of the runaway woman,
smart for having him arrested.

WEATHER

ALLEN

C. W.

Washington, April 7.
The indications
fair weather, winds

A»D SAVJE MOHEY!

Special

Sale
°

All the Best Brands.

14c
Cottons for
“
«
12 l-2c
“
“
10c
“
«
9c
“
8c

12 l-2c
tOc

8c
Vc
6 l-4c

We guarantee these to be the best value
yet offered.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511 Congress Street.

feb26_
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TOTHEPUBUC.

Albany, N. Y. 30.24
New York, N. Y.. 30.24
30.24
Philadelphia
Washington,D.C. 30.19

Charleston. 30.14
Jacksonville, Ela. 30.13
Ga.30.13

Cincinnati. Ohio.. 30.02

Buffalo, N. Y.... 30.20
Alpena, Mich.30.04
Chicago, Ills. 29.86
Duluth, Minn. 29.66
Marquette, Mioh.. 29.81
Milwaukee, Wis.. 29.86
St. Louis, Mo.29.82
St. Pan), Minn.... 29,61
Omaha, Nebr. 29.65
Bismarck, Dak... 29.78
St. Vincent, Minn 29,511
Rise.

the best FIVE CENT
CIGAIi on the market, made from
selected stock, with no flavoring
except the natural flavor imparted
by the fine tobacco used in its
manufacture.
Sold by all Druggists and Retail
Dealers generally, and wholesale

Positively

by

Cousens& Tomlinson

at

all

Lowest Prices, giving

chance to buy Spring
and Summer Goods at
Less Than Cost,
Gall and examine goods
and
prices before purchasing: elsewhere.
a

M. G. PALMER.
330 Middle St.
ap6

PORTLAND.

„
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FINANCIAL.

Crop
RICO

PORTO

BONDS* MOLASSES.
Desirable Securities on hand for
Investment of April Diyidends.

202 Hhds ) CHOICE ARROYO
20 Tierces J
MOLASSES,
jnat landed

Schooner “Norena,” and for sale by

ex

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,
32

mch31

Street.
dtf

Exchange
°

THE MARINE BANK.

INVESTORS ATTENTION!!!
An exceptionally good opportunity to invest in
the Bonds and StockB of a new Gas Company in an
Eastern City having a population of over 100,000.
The plan on wiiich they are offered insures handFine substantial works built on most
some profits.
approved plan. Company will be fu operation in
Liberal patronage assured.
sixtydays.
Anyone
wishing to safely invest from $1,000 to $10,000 advantageously, should not miss this chance.
F. M. DELANO, 5 Beckman It , IV. ¥.

marl2
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ioTo m u m.
Bath.8s Ss 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 5b
P. &0. K.ll.6s

Rockland.fis & 4s.

No. Pacific Gold. Gs
4s

Anson.

ARETAS
NO. 194

SHURTLEFF,
HUDDLE

STREET, Portland.

January 1.1884.

janlj|tf

REVOLUTION
in Wall Street Stock

Operations.

COMMISSIONS REDUCED ONE-HALF.
Moderate

operations in lO, 20, 30 or 30 Shares
legitimately conducted.

BELTON I ROBERTSON,
BROKERS,
No. 42 WALE STREET, NEW YORK.
(Members N. Y. Mining, Stock and Petroleum
Exchange) buy and sell on the Exchange all active
Railroad and other stocks, in lots of
BANKERS

A

£© TO £000

SHARES,

ON S3 TO S3 PER SHARE MARGIN.
Commissions one-half usual rates.
full information rent FREE on application*

eod3m
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PAPER HANGINGS.
stock is now complete, and we are ready to offer the
most Artistic Designs at reasonable prices. Ceiling work a specialty; estimates and plans furnished.
Mr. E. F. Copeland of Boston, has
recently taken charge of this department, and we can assure po1 i/p and resnectfnl attention.
Mr. T. W. Emerson, the well
known decorator, has charge of the
W e
mechanical department.
would urge all of those contemplating the use of Wall Papers, to
examine our stock and make selections before the assortment is

Spring

Our

broken.

mm, SHORT k HARMON.
mane

01*1*. PBEBI.K MOUSE.

d2m

Examination £ Ex-Pre.ident Ei.h Continued—Grant A Ward Were Charged
Enormou. Amount, for YJ.e of Money.
New York, April 6.—The examination of
James D, Fish, ex-president
f the Marine
Bank, was continued to-day. The total amount
of checks received by Fish for Grant & Ward
from July, 1880, to Anril, 1884, being onefourth of the pretended profits, was shown by
the check books to be $712,032. In addition to
this, the books showed $295,000 of Grant &
Ward’s supposed profits to have been turned
over to the Marine Bank.
Fish personally discounted Grant & Ward’s notes at 8 per cent.,
and had them rediscounted by (he Marine
Bank at 6 or 7 per cent. The accounts of the
“contract loan” transactions between
the
Marine Bank and Grant & Ward Bhowed that
Grant & Ward wore charged for the use of the
money as much as from 50 to 120 per cent per
annum.

Fish was asked what was the reason for the
Marine Bank charging Grant & Ward these
large sums for the use of money, when Grant
& Ward could have borrowed elsewhere at
regular rates. The witness seemed much embarrassed, and after a long pause answered
that two of the reasons were that Grant &
Ward could afford to pay and the bank wanted
the sums charged. The bank only charged
these large amountB on the contract loans.
The contracts were the basis of security on
which this money was lent.
Witness had
every confidence that the contracts were all
right. The reaeon he did not enter on the
books as interest the whole of the money
charged for the use of the money lent was because it would not have been de nr able to have
it published that such large interests were
charged. The reason that no reference to
these contracts appeared in the books was because it would not have been practicable, and
it would not have been satisfactory to the
directors.

RIEL’S REBELLION.
Winnipeg, April 6.—The reporters, printers

and editors here have been summoned to appear in the police court for violating the Sabbath by getting out a paper yesterday containing the latest news regarding the Riel rebellion.

Ottawa, April C.—Capt. Howard, U. S. A.,
is here. He will leave at once for Winnipeg
to instruct the Canadian troops in the use of
the Gatling guns recently purchased, and
which are now en route to Winnipeg via Chicago.
Tabovt/\
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float

last night that 2000 Fenians have landed at
Prescott, and the wildest excitement reigns.
Numbers of anxious people called at the newspaper offices and telephones were kept going
The feeling was intenby excited enquirers.
sified when the members of the Toronto Field
was
seen hurrying towards the old
Battery
fort, they having heard from their sergeants
that the battery bad been called out for immediate service in the Northwest.
One clergyman was foolish enough
to announce it as a
fact from his pulpit,"and thereby set his congregation nearly crazy.
Ottawa, April 0.—It is reported as a means
of paoifying the half breedB in the Northwest
that the government will remove Dewdney
and appoint a royal M. P. to the lientenanlgcTcrnorahip of the Northwest territories.
Some government supporters urga. that a reward shonld be offered for the capture of Biel
dead or alive, but the cabinet is said to.be divided in opinion as to the policy of snch a
course.

LIFE
A Soil

Fashionable Tailors,
1$ Summer Street, Boston,
Are

now

opening

Goods.

Spring

Press Suits

LADIES’
apl

•

theii^

a

Specialty.

GARMENTS

MADE TO ORDER.

REDUCTION

IN

eod4w

BOOKS.

We have selected from our stock
of books, a large number that retail from one to two dollars, and
have marked them down to 25 and
50 cents each, and now hare them
displayed on our counters. We
have sold a great many to our regular customers, and take this

method of notifying the public.

LOGINS SHORT I HARMON.
dlw

api'3
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INSURANCE.

Trial

in

Fall

River, Muss.,

which is Attracting Mach Attention.
F.y.1. Biver, April 6.—In the Superior
Court today, before Juffge 8taples,trial was began of tbo suit of William J. Hnriey against
the Bay State Beneficiary Association of West
field, Mass., to recover $5,000 the amount of a
policy issued by said company in favor of Howley upon one Owen Conners who was a brotherin-law of Hnriey. Conner’s life was insured
for $15,000 in policies of $5,000 each in the
United States Benefit Association, the Union
Mutnai Benefit Association and the Bay State
Beneficiary Association. Payment of all three
policies was refused, and a suit was thereupon
entered by Harley and pressed for trial. This
is considered as a test case as the case is the
lust of the kind tried in this countryfand involves some points in the matter of insnrance
which have never come before the courts of
The defense is that
this Commonwealth.
either fraud was practiced in obtaining the insurance or the insnrance was illegal. Thirteen
witnesses were sworn for plaintiff.
later.

In the above
dodge Staples ordered a
p-o forma verdict for the defendant. The case
will go to the supreme conrt on questions oi
law.
case

_

BARRIOS DEAD.
Reports Concerning the Event
Confirmed.
Washington, April 6.—Senor de Peralto
minister to the United States from Costa Bioa,
received advices today from Nicaragua and
Salvador confirmatory of the previous reports
of the death of President Barrios of Guatemala. He has information also from privatf
sources that a telegram was reoeived today bj
a gentleman in New York, who was a frienc
of Barrios, informing him of the latter’s deatl
and requesting him to transmit the information to Barrios’ son who is a cadet at Wosl
Point.

Previeus

ideas were advanced, both pro and con.
Mr. Coombs, of the Knox & Lincoln, being
in attendance, maintained that equitable tariff

prevailed throughout the State, and that
discrimination was the result of special bargains. The merchants of Bath have an equal
those of

Bangor

or

Portland in

obtaining special rates. Messrs. Galen Moses,
Levi Warren, Houghton and Harris tpok a
different view, bringing np cases to show that
Bath is not on an equal footing with Rockland,
Bangor or Portland, and it cannot compete
with Portland in selling salt at Lewiston or
Gardinor, or in general merchandise with any
Androscoggin or Kennebec towns. From Yarmouth to Rockland, bat two cents per hundred
weight ,ps charged, and from Yarmouth to
Bath five cents per hundred weight.
A com
mittee was appointed to urge the claims of the
city in regard to more favorable facilities and
rates of transportation with np river towns,
and to impress the manage) s of the Maine
Central with the necessity of a midnight train
from Bath to connect with the Pullman at
Brunswick. This committee consists of Messrs.
Henry W. Swanton, Samnel Bewail, D. S.

Percy, Levi Warren, Houghton and Harris.
Having disposed of the matter of railroads,
the hoard next took up taxation, and a lengthy'
discussion ensued till 6 o'clock, when it was
moved and passed to invite the citizens to
the board in discussion of measnres to
reduce the rate of taxation. Economy of public
expenditures and appropriations was
strongly urged, and no doubt much warm discustion will occur at the coming meeting,
meet

which will be held Tuesday evening of next
week at 7.30 in City Hall.
The discussion of
iron ship building was postponed for lack of
time. The board aro accomplishing a great
work in lockiug into and finding remedies for
many things not yet perfect in their workings,
and it is surprising how large the attendance
and zealous the members are now to what they
have been heretofore.
“tVAB HORSE” JEWETT.
■ unresting

fuel*

Hon. A. G.

Concerning

the

Eate

Jewett of Belfast.

(To the

Associated Press.)
Belfast, April 6—TheHon. Albert G. Jewett, better known as “War Horse” Jewett,
United States Minister to Peru, under President Polk, and ex-mayor of Belfast, who died
in this city yesterday, aged 82 years, was the
most picturesque of the Maine politicians of
the past generation. Forty years ago he was
the idol of the Maine Democracy, and their
chief pillar in the campaigns of that period.
He was# stamp speaker of tremendous energy

always

was

spoiling for

ty years he

was

the

and

man

fight. For twenwhom the Demobrunt of every battle.
a

on

crats of Maine put the
He canvassed the State from ono end to the
other. Whenever “War Horse” Jewett spoke
a crowd was sure to rally, and
they were certain to partake of the excitement into which
he invariably worked himself.
He wa3 regarded almost with awo when his eyes blazed
and his long arms lashed the air, and hia voice
was raised to the pitch of a yell. He was a
full

enlwl

man

rropp

nnnnnlti
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REDUCED TO

half price.
HOYT, FOGG & DONHAJ
»pr4

d8*

At 2.15 p. m. Gen. Grant was no weaker
than he has been for the past two or three
days. He tup tiering no pain at present. Dr.
Newman ssflr that the General was muoh
pleased at the manner in which his message
was received by the President and the
public,
and that he was resting easily but not gaining
any strength.
New Yoek, April 6.—6.45 P. M. This afternoon has been a very quiet one for Gen.
Grant. He has been free from pain and has
dozed most of the time iu his easy chair. He
has taken his nourishment
regularly and well.
His pulse is 72, wiih a slight fluctuation observable.
J. H. Douglass, M. D.,
(Signed)
Geo. I'. Shbadt, M. D.
11.30 P. M.—Gen. Grant continued in a comfortable condition daring the ovening. He is
now sleeping quietly and promises to
have a

KENNEBUNK.

Last Monday, Mrs. Ivory Chick, of Kennebunk, died at the age of 77 years, 1 months.
The day following, the husband, Ivory Chick,
aged 77 years, also passed away. The couple
had passed a happy wedded life of fifty-four
years. They were buried together, and “in
wero not

divided."

MINOT.

Saturday, Elmer H. Harris of West Minot,
while endeavoring to remove the cap from a
loaded shell, was injured by the explosion of
the shell. The charge entered his forehead,
fracturing the skull. He will probably die.
ORRINGTON.
Charlie Bowker, six years old, was drowned
at Orrington Sunday night, while playing on
the ice.

good night.

J. H. Douglass, M. D.
About 9 o’clock Rev. Dr. Newman arrived
and
was immediately admitted.
When he
emerged a short time after he said that the
General was slowly and constantly
sinking;
that the old soldier sits most of the time in
his easy chair with closed eyes. "In
regard to
religion,’' continued Dr. Newman, "Gen.
Grant is confident of the future.
The other
uay wuou x asuea mm aDout the matter he said
he was confident of the hereafter, and he has
frequently called the family in and bade me
load in prayer.” At 9.15 p. m., U. S.
Grant,
Jr., left the house and said his father was
about the same.
Gen. Badeau left about 9
o'clock. He said that the General could not
get well as the shock of the Grant & Ward
failure had weakened his powers of resistance
to disease.
A delegation of 33 gentlemen in
full regalia, representing the United Order of
American Mechanics, marched to the Geneal’s mansion tonight.
Grand Conductor J. B.
Lane presented to the messenger boy who
the
door a series of engrossed resoluopened
tions tendering the condolence of the society
to the afflicted General. The
delegation then
marched and countermarched in front of the
house with uncovered heads ^and flags
waving.
Resolutions of Sympathy.
The board of aldermen today
adopted resolutions deploring the seriouB illness of Gen.
Grant, expressing their sympathy with him
and his family, and praying for his restoration
to health.

At the close of the war Phillips had a town
debt of 832,000.
The Sandy River railroad
ViCU
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RICHMOND.

At the special town meeting held at the
Opera Honse Saturday afternoon, it was voted
to reestablish the school district system, to establish a town liquor agency, and to bnild a
new receiving tomb.
Several other matters
were postponed until another town meeting, to
be called shortly.
The meeting provoked
mnch discussion, and was rather noisy.
SACO.

The Saco river is rapidly
will probably soon go oat.

rates

J

He never assumed a polish when he
went to Peru as minister; it is said he presented himself in cowhide boots and homespan
clothes. One of a hundred stories told about
him, will illustrate bis rough ways. He appeared as counsel in a law suit in Aroostook
county one day, with a great fur coat on and a
bowl of cough medicine, composed of molasses,
horehound and other ingredients, in bis hand.
When he arose to make his argument he laid
the bowl on the clerk’s desk, and asked pardon
of the court for keeping it by him, and occasionally tasting it while he spoke, as he was
exceedingly hoarse. After be had proceeded a
little way in the course of his argument, be
seized the bowl of medicine and began to stir
it with a spoon.
In a miDute or two ho became excited, as usual, and put in some of his
forcible gestures.
As he had the bowl of
cough mixture in one hand, and a spoon in the
the
molasses
was sent flying over the
other,
court room and in the faces of judge and jury.
He was, wheu in his prime, a shrewd, deep
lawyer, and some of the older members of the
Maine bar tell many stories of bis eccentric
tactics. He was profound in his learning and
ready in his practice, and entitled to the distinction which he attained.
He could not
bear to be contradicted, and flew into a passion upon very slight provocation sometimes.
He never was so angry but he commanded bis
piercing wit. A few months ago a young man
saw
the old war-horse hobbling along the
street, and as he passed him be seemed about
to fall. The young man spraDg toward him
and caught him iu his arms. Instead of thanks
this was what the young man got:
“D— you,
You know 1 can take care of
air; drop me!
know
1
Yes, sir. What say, sir?”
myself, you
A more remarkable man has never lived and
died in Maine.
Committed Suicide.

Farmington, April 6.—John Wood, a farmer living four miles from Phillips village, on
the Weld road,hung himself this morning.The
cause

is unknown.
A

Defaulting Official.

Bangor, Apjil

0.—At the recent election of
the town of Oldtown, A. H. Brown, Republican, was elected in place of J. W. Waldron,
Democrat, who has held the office for seven
years. The next morning Waldron left for the
West, and his whereabouts are reported as not
now known.
An examination of the books
shows a deficiency of over £5,000. Waldron
had also borrowed large sums of money of out-

side parties, which be never returned.
Family Jars.
Augusta, April 6—Last evening a Frenchman named Frank Mayo, was found badly
bruised and beaten at the north end of the
oity. It wes caused by a family row and at
this hour (2 a. m.) he is still alive. No arrest
has yet been made.
Calais Elects n Democratic mayor.
Calais, April 6. Today has been the wildest election day ever known here, and tonight
are crazy with delight.
Geo.
M. Hanson, Democrat, is elected Mayor by 29
majority, the first Democratic mayor in Calais
since 1871. Hanson carries Wards 1, 2, 3 and

the Democrats

MRS. TOM THUMB.

EASTER CARDS

Brown,

The boy who fired the pistol in a Gardiner
school room Thursday afternoon, shooting a
girl in the face, was brought before the municipal court in Gardiner, Saturday. It was
shown conclusively that the shooting was accidental, and the boy was discharged. His companion, however, from whom he obtained the
pistol, was held for stealing it.

death they

rising,

and the ice

TUBNEB.

The one hundredth anniversary of the establishment of Turner will be celebrated in 1886.
A committee of five, of which Hon. Kufus
Prince is chairman, is appointed to make
preparations for the observance of the event.
TBEMONT.

Oar

Seal Cove correspondent sends us the
bit of romance, says the Mt. Desert
Herald:
Mr. T. F. Sanders, after having
lived here at Seal Cove for thirty or forty years
in December last went to Portugal to visit an
aged mother and other relatives. He was received with great pomp and show, his people
He came baok two
belonging to the nobility.
weeks ago, bringing many valnable presents,
two very nice gold watches and chains, set
with pearls, considerable silver plate and

following

THE TONNAGE TAX.
Opinion Rendered by the Solicitor of the
Treasury.
Washington, April 6.—The Solicitor of the
Treasury has given an opinion in regard to the
tonnage tax levied on vessels under the act of
June 26, 1884, which decreases the duty in

clothing.

WILTON.

The Wilton Record
has again changed
hands. R. A. Merrow, of Farmington, is the
purchaser this time.
IN GENERAL.

It is estimated
Penobscot and
bring down this
ber as a result of

that the river drivers on the
its principal branches will
spring 110,000,000 feet of lumthis winter’s cutting.

A Lull

in the Troubles
at Colon.

the Bulletins Say
That He Is
Comfortable.

New Yoek, April 6.—G6n. Grant’s condition mast have bc6u unusually easy last night,
judging from the very quiet appearance of the
house. Up to 6 a. m. the outlook was hopeful
and many persons, whose duty or inclination
led them in the neighborhod of the Grant
house, presaged that the old soldier might livo
for a week to come.
Ex-Senator Chaffee says that Gen, Grant
may live for two or three days yet. Last night
ana the night before the family
slept more
than they have for many days. U. S. Grant,
Jr., left the house at If o’clook.
He said he
had talked with his father and the General had
talked with him. He was very quiet. The
situation this morning was cheerful.

$7,523 in debt.

a_s__.i__ na_

(Special to the Press.)
Bath, April 6.—The regular meeting of the
Board of Trade at City Hall this afternoon,
was well attended by the leading business men
of Bath, and the matters that came before the
members were thoroughly discussed.
The
railroad question came up first, and many

chance with

But

PHILLIPS.

BATH BOARD Oil TRADE.
Discusses

eral Grant.

GARDINER.
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Reported

The Presence

of United States Troops
Imparting Confidence.

Washington, April 6.—The Secretary of
the Navy haB ordered 250 marines and 100
"blue jackets” to sail to-day on the Acapuico
from New York for Aspinwali. Whan these
men reach their destination, the United States
will have a force of about 1200 men and 100
officers
on
the
Isthmus.
The
marines
are armed with Springfield rifles and the
sailors with Hotchkiss rifles. Fonr Gatling
guns and two three-inch rifles with 100,000
rounds of ammunition will be sent with the
men leaving New York.
The entire force is
»o be under the command of Admiral
Jonett,
who is expected to arrive at Aspinwali with
the Tennessee, Wednesday.
Capt. B. H. McCalla and Lient. Mason, who
left Washington for New York, Friday last,
have been ordered to proceed to Aspinwali
to-day, Capt. McCalla will be in command of
a supplementary force of
marines, subject to
orders of Admiial Jouett.
Lieut. Mason will
be in command of the artillery. With the
arrival of tbe Tennessee at Aspinwali, the
United States fleet will consist of five vessels,
including the Tennessee, the flag-ship of the
North Atlantio station, with 22 guns, the
Yantic with fonr gnns, the Galena with eight
guns, the Swatara with eight guns, and the
Alliance with six guns.
Panama, via Galveston, April 6.—The
American man-ot^rar Shenandoah and the
British ship Heroine arrived to-day, and their
presence imparts greater confidence to tbe
public, which had become greatly alarmed by
threats and rumors of the wildest character.
The commander of the French ship Reine
Blanche positively refused to land his men unless all the consuls would join in requesting
him to do so. All is quiet in Colon, and the
Galena’s officers and men are all well.
New York, April 6.—The Brooklyn navy
yard to-day has been the scene of a quiet
though none the less important activity.
About 450 marines and bine jackets early toI
morrow morning will
leave the yard to take
passage on the Pacific Mail Steamship Company’s steamer Acapulco for the scene of the
Central American battle ground.

tonnage on all vessels entered in any port of
the United States, and authorizes the President to euspend by proclamation the collection
of bo much of the
duty imposed by the act on
vessels entered by specified ports in excess of
the taxes imposed on American vessels by the
government in which such ports are Bituated.
It appears that tonnage duties have been collected, from the time (when the act took
effect, on vessels entered from specified ports
up to the date of the proclamation indicating
such ports as ones whence vessels could enter
free
of
The
duty.
question arose as
to
whether
such
duties
can
be
refunded, and the Solicitor has given an
opinion that suoh duties cannot be refunded,
and says that it is clear from the words of the
act that duty must be collected on vessels entered from specified ports until it is known to
the officers of the government that such vessels are exempt under the act, and these officers can only be informed on this point
by the
proclamation of the President based on evidence satisfactory to him; and the solicitor
says it follows that up to the time of the proclamation the collection of duties on vessels exempted thereby was proper.

U. S. SENATORSHIPS.
The Contest in Illinois.
New York, April 6.—A Washington special
to the Telegram says: "It is stated upon apparently good authority that a number of prominent Illinois Democrats will arrive here from
Springfield to-night or to-morrow for the purpose of requesting General Black, Commissioner of Pensions, to take the race for
Un*ted States Senator off the hands of Representative Morrison against General Logan.
Black, it is said, can command three or four
Republican votes and the full Democratic

strength.”

MINERS ENTOMBED.
Ten Buried by the Caving In of a Cnlliery.
Shenandoah, Pa., April 6.—About 1 o’clock
this afternoon one of the gangways of the
Cuyler colliery at Raven Run, operated by I.
M. Heaton & Co., caved in without warning,
entombing ten miners who were at work inside.
There is no means of ascertaining
whether the imprisoned men are dead or alive.

THE OLD WORLD.
Tlie London Press Not Satisfied with
Russia’s Reply to England.

~

Marriage Witnessed by 2,000 Peopli
Genera
New York, April
6.— Mrs.
U
Tom
Thumb
was
married
to-day
ai 1
Count
known
Prino
Magri,®

Her

Connt ttosebnd.
About 2000 persons were ad
mitled to the church.
There was a very largi
crowd outside, which required the presence o !
The brides
to
hold
in
check.
fifty policemen
maid, Miss Lucie Adams, is 42 inches high
Major Newell, Minnie Warren’s second has
Mrs. Sarah Adams, 31 I
band, was best man.

inches high,

was

present.

4 by considerable majorities.
George ICalish,
Democrat, carries Ward 4 by 20 majority, a
Demoeratic gain of 5S. E. H. McAllister, Independent, carries Ward 6 by five majority,

Republican loss of 37. All the other wards
elect Republican aldermen by greatly reduced
a

Last year Murchie, Republican,
majorities.
carried the city U# 144 majority.

ter, Stephen Berry, Hon. Chas. McLaughlin,
Lewis B. Smith, E. A. Noyes, Geo. C. Burgess,
Judge J. W. Symonds, M. B. Coolidge, Wm.
D. Marriner, and L. O. Short, in all twelve,
just a quorum. Judge Symonds presided over
the meeting.
The records of the secretary, M. B. Coolidge
were read and approved.
librarian’s report.
To the Directort of Portland Public Library;
Gentlemen:
I hereby present, with a lew remarks, the
statistics of library work for the year ending
March 31. There appears to be little out of
the nsual course, to make this year with us
materially different from the preceding.
I had been hoping, that before this year closed, something might be done to provide for
this library in the near future, more commodi-

quarters

ous

The library is not using its full powers, and
cannot while in its present cramped condition;
for several years we have had no place where
the larger books, papers, atlases, etc., could be
stored for ready use, and they must be scattered in different places wherever they can be
put out of hand; then, having no particular
must be searched for when
location, they
wanted.
The book shelves are full and there is no
space for more. The cases which contain the
Public Docnments are also full, and the later
arrivals, for want of better accommodations
are lodged upon the floor.
The Card Catalogue cabinet iis filled and I
can see no space for its extension as it occupies
one of the window sills.
We have no space for new shelving for work
tables, nor the many other working convenience which we have so long needed.
It has been suggested that the bound copies
of local papers now stored in this room, which
i« not considered fire proof, should be removed
to the room opposite, where there would be
less risk of fire; bui I can see no place in that
room where they can be stored unless,
as
has
also been suggested, Borne of the books in that
room be removed to this, to make a place for
uju

papers,

m uiat> case wuu uui

one auonu-

ant at the deliver; desk, she mast leave her
place there, pass through two doors, across the
corridor and into another room for circnlating
books, and I do not see how this move can be
made a practical one.
We are laboring under, not only a crowded
condition of things, bat in connection with
this, the inconvenience of rooms disconnected,
and some of them dark and ill-adapted to
library use. In the very cold weather each as we
have experienced tbe past winter, this room,
the reading, and one of the smaller rooms are
not sufficiently heated. Think of warming a
room 33x37 feet on the floor, and 16
feet high
in which are very large, loose and single
windows, with one small steam coil, yet this is
the condition of this and the reading room,
while the smaller one mentioned has no means
for heating except from the large one adjoin-

ing.

These rooms cannot be made comfortable in
cold weather with the small amount of piping
now in use.
Could the partition across the
corridor between the delivery and reading
rooms be extended to the ceiling, it would prevent the escape of so much heat and aid somewhat in making the rooms more comfortable.
These facts are not new, bnt some of them
have not been mentioned before for the reason
that the library was supposed to be only temlocated
porarily
here, and
expensive
changes for a short stay wonld not be advisable. They are not mehtioned at this time in
any spirit of complaint towards the hospitable
roof which shelters, ns (for 1 doubt not the
rooms are all right for what they were intended), bnt rather to show what is needed if the
library is to remain here even bnt a short time,
and afso that it is impossible for tbe library to
accomplish the good which is reasonably expected while laboring nnder so many disadvantages. And then we cannot, with an equal
value in books, be justly compared in our work
and usefulness with other libraries more favorably situated.
The street boys have come to see us the past
winter about as usual, although there was a report that Borne other place had been provided
for them, and their number decreased with us
for a short time, yet I think they nearly all returned to this library as the reading room will
show on almost any day or evening when the
schools are closed. The library has been for.
tnnate in seonring the services of good assistI have yet to ties’- the first complaint
ants.
against either of them, but on the other hand
they are often complimented by our patrons for
their prompt and courteous attention.
Books and pamphlets have been donated to
the library the past year by the city of Portland, and the several publishers of newspapers
in this city, by the cities of Boston and Cincinnati, the Boyal Society of Canada, the Portland Dramatic Club, by Mr. E. A. Noyes, by
Dr. Samuel A. Green of Boston, Dr. J. A.
Spalding, Hon. Frederick Bobie, Hon. T. B.
Boed, Prof. Edward S. Morse, Hon. J. H.
Drummond, George C. Bargees, George D.
Band, H. G. Briggs, W. H. Smith, C. W.
Stevens, H. W. Bichardson, George H. Allen,
Ira Berry.Stephen Berry, E. F. Duren, J. W.
Leeds. J. L. Stevens, L. Deane, J, L. Harrison, George H. Davis, W. S. Dennett, Bev.
G. M Bartol, Mrs. Governor Washbnrn, Mrs.
Hobson, Mrs. W. P. Preble, and different public libraries throughout the country and others.
Whole number of books donated, 203. Whole
nnmber of pamphlets, 211.
The library has pnrchased the past year 519
books; 203 have been donated, and 87 have
been added by binding periodicals, making a
total of 839 books added the past year. Two
books have been lost, and 27 condemned as
worn out, leaving now tbe whole nnmber of
volumes in the library 30,131. The whole
nnmber of books taken from tbe library for
home use is 15,682; the whole number used in
the library, 21,783; sent to binder, 221; repaired in the library, 1101; covered, 4,112.
The following is a comparative table for the
years ending In April, 1884, and April, 1
1884.

Number of volumes in library.... 29,221
550
purchased.
227

..

repaired.. 1,092
covered.... 4,702

circulated.48,678

consulted. .23,269

-r—

CITY GOVERNMENT.

The annual meeting of the corporators of
the Portland Institute and Public Library was
held at the library room yesterday afternoon at
3.30 o’clock. There were present Judge Nathan
Webb, Hon. J. H. Drummond, James P. Bax-

Orders Sent to India for Continued War
xsumoer ot me

I The

New

French

Cabinet

Officially

"tinrpel Knights” Ordered to Dnty.
Announced.
Washington, April 6.—The Secretaries of i
War and Navy have began to order to their
regiments and to sea many of the young "carWanton Attack Upon a Religious Propet knights” who have been social leaders.
cession on the Island of Cyprus.
Among them is a yonng naval officer who has
held his commission a number of years bat
has never had a more extended eea voyage
Kniiia and England.
than to Fortress Monroe. A yonng army officer who has spent the winter in
LoNDon, April 6.—The morning papers genWashington on
Bick leave since he was commissioned and who i erally declare the Russian answer
regarding
last winter did the society work for the newsthe Afghan frontier dispute to be elusive ana
papers, has also been ordered to his regiment.
unsatisfactory.
_

Ex-Secretary Frelinghuysen Dying.
Calcutta, A pril G.—Orders have been reA despatch read this morning from Newark,
ceived by ths Indian Government from London
N. J., Bays ex-Secretary Frelinghuysen is not ! to actively continue the preparations for
war,
expected to live through tbe day.
I notwithstanding the pacific assurances of RusThe friends of Mr. Frelinghuyseu say that
sia. This action has created a good
impression
he has long been a very sick man and that hiB
in India andjsustains the enthusiasm of the
condition was kept from the public.
A State j British and native troops.
Department official, who held close relations
London, April 6.—Prof. Arminius Vambery
with him, says: “During the last three mouths
the
traveler, is of the opinion
of his connection with the State Department thatdistinguished
war between England and Russia if ineviMr. FreliDghnysen signed nearly all the offictable. He says that the Rawal Pindi
meeting
ial mail at his home.
He was really too weak
will perhaps delay the outbreak, but is the
to come to the department
although this fact Ameer of Afghanistan consents to an English
was not generally known and when he was at
railway from Sidi to Herat, hostilities will
the department he was often compelled to apcommence within a few weeks.
He believes
ply water to his face and wrists to revive him- that Russia, at best, only awaits the
compleself. He has been a sufferer from intense
pain tion of a railway to Pnl-i-Khatnn, and that if
for more than a year.
she has been able to get soldiers secretly across
Fact* and Bum.
the Caspian Sea war may begin
directly. The
Novoe Vremya of St. Petersburg openly deThere will be a reception at the Executive
mands that Russia withdraw from the Peris
Mansion for the general public Tuesday evening from 9 to 11 o’clock unless the illness of declaration regarding the fitting ont of privateers.
Gen. Grant assumes a more critical form.
Waatoa Attack Upoa (a Heligioaa Pro*
cession.
WORK OF THE FLAMES.
London, April G.—A despatch from LarniPerished in a JBurning Dwelling.
ca, Island of Cyprus, reports a serious riot,
Kkoxville, Tenn., April 7.—On Saturday growing out of a wanton attack upon a reliKeon
night,
Joyce, 75 years of age, was burned gious procession of the Greek Church. While
the procession was passing the English club
in his dwelling, together with his three years
old daughter and Miss Kice, aged 40 years.
house, a party of loungers began to jeer and
Joyce lived 14 miles from Asheville, N. C. hoot at the priests. Finally they attacked the
Fonl play is snspectea.
processionists with stones, and the troops had
to be called out before the disturbance was
A Destructive Fire in
Marysville, Tenn.
quelled.
St.
from Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., says: "News has reached here
that a very destructive fire occurred at Maryville, Blount county, Tenn., early this morning. Details are lacking bat it is understood
that the court {house, with the records, and
the leading business houses of the town were
consumed.
A

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Annual meeting of the Society— Report*
and Election of Officer*.

raeniDers.

30,131

549

203
1,101
4,112
45,682
21.783

244

315
289
subscribers.
Free cards.
223
240
treasurer's report.
The treasurer, Edward A Noyes, reported
Number of

WASHINGTON.

Louis, April 6.—A dispatch

PRICE THREE CENTS.

donated

manners.

_

SAIL & TUTTLE,

P

°

—

My Middle St. Store will

be closed after this week.
Goods have been marked

—5

38
—6
35
—0
14 —17
41
—l
36
—6
37
-7
42
-6
61
—4
62
*6
63
x8
63
x6
62
xO
33
—2
29
-6
55
x5
42
xO
44
xl3
43
—3
61
—8
64
x9
6C
—9
38 —10
43
x6

Eastport, Me. 29.78
Mt. Washington.. 29.90
Portland, Me.30.00

x

a3
S

37

Island.30,16
Boston, Mass.30.04
Block

Savannah,
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li II
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SLOWLY SINKING,

of Farmington, met with
a severe accident one
He
day recently.
started out with his oxen to work on the highway, and the cattle being quite frisky and be
being somewhat advanced in years, they started quickly and crowded Mr. Brown outside of
the road into the snow, thereby dislocating his

quite

[11.00 P. M.]

i i

MORNING,

FARMINGTON.

Mr. Josiah

of BLEACHED and UNBLEACHED

This Week.

sntf

New England are
to east and south,

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

COTTONS

mavis

lor

shifting

rising followed by falling barometer, nearly
stationary followed by a slight rise in thq
temperature.

case

File leading 5 cent Cigar of Sew England. Ask your dealer for this brand.
Jtt. A. JEWELL & CO., Snccessors to
G. W. SUMMON & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.

INDICATIONS.

_

BUY NOW

TUESDAY

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street. Pobtland. Me.
Address all eommunlcatlons to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

dtf

DK. E. B. REED.
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician, Medical Booms
Congress Mt., Portland, Me.

DAILY

Model City.

Philadelphia. April 6.—The mayor today
notified John H. Clark, proprietor of the Club
Theatre, that in view of the judgee’ opinion interdicting the Suilivan-McOaffrey oontest,
sparring will not be permitted in that theatre.
Tho mayor has also issned an order to the
police to watoh the roller skating rinks closely.
The order says that the habits formed by very
many of the participants of these places and
the license enjoyed thereat by the youth of
the city without that reserve and care which
iB necessary at such places, are calculated to
necessitate the strongest action possible in
their control and ; surveillance, and concludes
by saying that every parenttan the community
should aid the polioe in the matter.
O'Donovan Ressa Ordered to Duly. ED
New York, April 6.—Uounsel for Mrs. Lucille Dudley, who shot O’Douovan Kosea Borne
months ago, made application to Judge Yau
Brunt for the issuauce of a commission for the
purpose of taking the testimony of certain parties in England.
The appiicatiou also included a stay of the
proceedings until tbe return ol
the commission.
The counsel said that he
learned that Mrs. Dudley hud been incarcerated in an insane asylum in England.
The
court reserved its deoision,

French Cabinet.
new cabinet has been
officially announced as follows:
President of Council and Minister of Jostice-M*
Henri Brisson; member of the Chamber of
Depu'
ties from the ten arrondissement of Department of
the Seine, Paris.
Minister of Foreign Affairs—M. De Freycinet,
member of the Senate from the Department of the
Seine, Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign
Affairs in 1880 and again in 1882.
Minister of Public Instruction—M. Goblet, member of the Chamber of Deputies from the Department of Somme, Minister of the interior in M. De
Freycinet’s cabinet in 1882.
Minister of the Interior—M. Allain Targe, member of the Chamber of Deputies from the Department of the Seine, Minister of Finance, In M. Gambetta’s cabinet in 1881.
Minister of Finance—M. Jean Jules Clamageran,
life member of the Senate.
Minister of War—Gen. Campenan, Minister of
War in Gambetta’s cabinet in 1881 and M.
Ferry’s
cabinet in 1S83-84.
Minister of Public Works—M. Sadi Carnot, member of the Chamber of Deputies from Cote
D’Or,
Minister of Public Works in M. Ferry’s cabinet in
The New

Paris, April 6.—A

188U, 1881

aud again in 1882.
Minister of Agriculture—M. Pierre Legrand,
member of the Chamber of Deputies from the Department of the Moid. Minister of Commerce in
Duclerc’s cabinet in 1882-83.
Minister of Commerce—M. Herve Mangon. member of the Chamber of
Deputies from the Department of the Manche.
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs—M. garrien,
member of the Chamber of Deputies from the Department of Saoue et Loire.
Minister of Marine and of Colonies—Admiral

Galiber.

The

cabinet had a conference lasting
two hours this evening to prepare a statement
of its programme,
new

as

follows:

Receipts:
Balance from previous account.$ 211.93
City of Portland. 1,100.00
Sawyer fund.
327.31
Athenjeum

building.

886.00

Portland Academy trustees. 1,053.75
548.00
Subscriptions.
Finea.
88.74

Catalogues.
Sundries.

....

17.25

3.00

Total.$4^229.93
Expenditures:

Athenieum building.,....$
Books----.

Binding.
Salaries

Sawyer fond, books and repairs.... ..
Transportation and incidentals.
Periodicals..
Mercantile Library note.
Balance to

new

account.

626.14
680.04
339.70

1,021.80

131.81
132.73
187.05

260.00
254.75

Total.*4^229.98
The following were elected directors to fill
vacancies and expired terms: Nathan Webb,
E. A. Noyes, A. W. H. Clapp, O. E. Jose,
and Charles McLaughlin.
A meeting of the directors will be held next
Friday evening, at the library room, at 7.30
o’clock.
-*•

Drink with Dow.
Boston Globe says:
A Boston man
walked into the horse car station in Portland
one day last week, and while waiting for the
Boston papers to arrive, became engaged in
conversation with an old but very vigorous
The Boston man thought he had
gentleman.
a pretty wide acquaintance with
public men,
but the old gentleman seemed to know everyworth
The Boston man, at
body
knowing.
last, referred to Officer Faxon and denounced
that gentleman in round terms.
“Why,”
said he, “Faxon is even worse than your Neal
Dow.” At this the-old gentleman smiled and
said he hoped not.
Later the old gentleman
got up, shook hands, and after politely remarking that he hoped to see his companion again,
walked out. Then the Boston man said to the
newsdealer:
“Fine old man, that.”
“We think so here.”
*
"What’s his name?”
“Neal Dow.”
“Great Scott!” eaid the mau, “what an esDidn't

The

cape.”
“How so?”
"I was about to offer him
flask.”

a

drink from my

__

Colby University.
The

following officers were elected at the
annual meeting of the Colby Athletic Association; President, B. S. Annis; vice president,
H. W. Trafton; secretary, E. A. Ricker; treasurer, O. F. Goodaie; directors, F. H. Edmunds, 8. E. Webber,H. M. Morse, J. L. Pepper.

Wednesday evening the Phi Delta Thets
Society initiated the following men; Irving
Townsend, ’86; O. L. Beverage, ’87, and F. R
Bowman,

’87.

James Powell, assistant postmaster at Marshall
Tenn., has been arrested and placed in jail on a
charge of stealing letters.
Mr. Lansing Mills, long connected with the Ver
mout Central railroad, died In Boston yesterdai
from paralysis of the heart.
The river coal miners’ strike at Pittsburg, Pa.
ended yesterday in favor of the strikers, and 6.00C
miners resumed work.

corner ot Milk and
tee on new wooden

Regular Monthly Meeting of the
City Council.
Considerable

Rise

iu

Annual

Sal-

aries.

$5000 Appropriated

for the G. A.

R. Encampment.
The Rules

Governing Police

Exam-

inations.
The regular monthly meeting of the City
Council was held last evening.
Bonrd of mayor and Aldermen.
was present, with Mayor
Deeriug in the chair.
In

The fall board

COMPETITIVE POLICE EXAMINATIONS.

Mayor Dealing referred to the act of the
Legislature in regard to the police of Portland,
and read the following order with the rules
and regulations reported by the special committee to which the matter was referred:
Ordered, That the following rules and regulations respecting the competitive examination for the police force are hereby adopted by
this board:
Rule 1. The Mayor shall in the month of April
appoint three persons to act as a police examining
hoard, one of whom shall be appointed for one year,
one for two years and one for three
years, and all
subsequent annual appointments shall be for three
years.

Rule 2. The examining board shall In the month
of April organize by the election of a chairman and
clerk, and all subsequent meetings for the purpose
of examining candidates shall be held on the first
Tuesday evening of each month, in some room of
the city building to be designated by the Mayor.
Rule 3. Any vacancy oocnring In the board
shall be filled by the Mayor for the unexpired
term.

Rule 4. The examining board shall immediately
prepare and transmit to tho Board of .Mayor and
Aldermen a code of rnlee to govern admission to the
department, and no rule or rules shall be
eemed operative unless approved by the Mayor and

Solice

Aldermen,
The rules and regulations were adopted.
The Mayor appointed the following examin-

ing board:
For three years—Edward B. Winslow.
For two years—Augustus 8. Thayer, M. D.
For one year—Charles W. Goddard.
The appointments were confirmed.
OTHER APPOINTMENTS.
For commission of cemeteries and public
grounds, the Mayor appointed:
For three years—George Walker.
Two years—Alonzo W. Smith.
One year—Capt. Jacob S. Winslow.
George Humphreys, the present superintendent of Forest City
Cemetery, was nominated
superintendent of buyials.
The nomination
was approved by a vote of S to
2, Aldermen
Dennison and Noyes voting nay.
The nomination of Fred E. Haskell as trustee of Evergreen Cemetery, was rejected by a
vote of 3 yeas to 4 nays, Aldermen
Prince,
Sawyer, Dennisou and Noyes voting nay.
SEATING RINKS.

The petition of Charles E. Marwick for a license to maintain a roller skating rink at the
corner of Federal and Church streets, was
presented. The act in reference to rinks, passed
by the Legislature, was read. This act requires rinks to be licensed, and also oompels
their closing at 10 o’clock in the evening, unlass permitted by the local municipal government to keep open later,
On motion of Alderman Denison, the petition was referred to a special committee,which
was instructed to consider and report as to the
advisability of licensing rinks.
Aldermen
Denison, Bawyer and Russell were appointed
the committee.
It was voted that blank forms for licenses be
prepared, to be filled out by applicants in the
usual way.
BOARD OF HEALTH.

The joint standing committee on engrossed
bills reported that they had fonnd the ordinance relating to the Board of Health to be
It was then passed to be
properly engrossed.
ordained.
The mayor appointed Alderman
Sawyer a member of the board for two years,
and Alderman Denison for one year.
COMMITTEE CHANGES.

jThe joint committee on

rules and printing to
whom was referred the consideration of the
rules and orders of the city council, recommended the following changes:
1st—The discontinuance of the board of commissioners cn cemeteries and public grounds.
2d -The appointment of a joint
standing committee on rules and orders.
3d—That the committee on engrossed bills be

committee on
engrossed bills and printing.
4th—The appointment of a joint standing

mittee

on

com-

mayor’s address.

6th—The repeal of sec. 4 of rules and
lating to committees of the city council.

The recommendations were

orders

re-

adopted.

SALARY BILL.

Chairman Birnie, of the committee on salaries, reported the salary bill, of which the fol-

lowing

is an abstract:

City Clerk....$1200.00
Assistant City Clerk.
360.00
Treasurer aud Collector.
2600.00
First Assistant Treasurer. 1200.00
Second Assistant Treasurer.
600.00
Auditor. 1400.00

City Messenger. 900.00
City Solictor. 1000.00
Assessors. 1000.00
Assistant Assessors, per day.
2.25
City Marshal. 1500.00
Deputy Marshals, each. 800.00
Foliceiriten, per day.
2.00
Chief Engineer, Fire Department.
660.00
First Assistant Engineer.
150.00
Other Assistants, each.
12*00
City Physician. 800.00
Truant Officer.
Clerk of Common Council.
Superintendent of Clocks..

Pearl streets.

To commit-

buildings with power.
Ot Frank B. Libby for permission to < r«ota

600.00

200.00
160.00
Superintendent of|Buriais.
200.00
Harbor Master.
400.00
Engineers of Bteam tire engines. 800.00
Supt. of Forest City Cemetery, per day.
2.00
Street Commissioner. 1600.00
City Civil Engineer. 2100.00
First Assistant Civil Engineer... 1100.00

new

wocden

house at No. 547

dwelling

villi

UUglllOOl

..

..

«/V/V.W

Superintendent of School Buildings.
700.00
City Electrician.
900,00
Officers oI tire companies, eaoh.
100.00
Members of fire companies, each.
90.00
Officers Dirigo Hose Company, each.
30.00
Members of Dirigo Hose Company, each..
26.00
Alderman Gallagher moved that the bill be
taken np by sections.
Alderman Bussell moved to amend by passing the bill as a whole.
The motion as amended was carried, 5 to 2,
Messrs. Gallagher and Noyes voting nay.
The question being on the final passage ot
the bill as reported, tbe vote stood 4 to 3,
Messrs. Gallagher, Prince and Bnssell voting
nay.
The Mayor said he did not know what action would be taken ou the bill by the lower
board, but he hoped the upper would reconsider. The bill made a considerable increase in
some of the salaries, and he t’jd not think it a
good year for raising salaries. At all events it
was not well perhaps to
raise them without
doo consideration.
Alderman Bussell observed that the tot al
increase proposed by the bill was upwards of

84000.

Alderman Gallagher said he was opposed to
the increase of some of the salaries and not to
others. He bad wished to have the items
taken up separately so that they might be considered and voted upon wisely; but he was denied the privilege.
ORDERS PASSED.

Ordered, That the salary of the indge of the
Municipal Conrt for the current municipal
year be fixed at 81,000.
Tbe City Clerk was ordered to give legal
notice of hearings on all petitions for erecting
and maintaining stationary steam engines.
A joint standing committee, to whom shall
be referred the Mayor's address,was appointed,
to consist of Messrs. Noyes and Gallagher
members on the part of this board; to which

the lower board added Counoilmen Briggs,
Bnmery and Higgins.
The salary of the Mayor war ordered to be
fixed at 81500.
Ordered, That the Auditor be authorized to
make his annual report in print; that COO
copies of the same be printed for distribution
and the use of the city, and that the Mayor’s
address and varions other reports be appended
thereto.
Ordered, That the Treasurer be authorized
to hire a sum not exceeding 836,000 per month,
with which to meet the estimated expenses of
the year, before the collection of the taxes.
The Gas Agent, Edward A. Noyes, was
anthorized to make a contract with the Gas
Company or some other responsible party for
the gas to be used by the city during the current municipal year, and report at the next

meeting.
Cyras Nowell was authorized to bid for prop
erty to be sold at public auctiou in default of

on the 9th
day of Jane next, and in
which the city is interested, a snm sufficient to
the
taxes
due and the charges thereon.
pay
Ordered, That a sum not exceeding 85,000 be
appropriated to assist in the celebration of tbe
19th encampment of the G. A.
E., in Jnno
next; and that the use of the public buildings
ana grounds be tendered to the exeeative committee of the Grand Army for the ns9 cf the
association during the reunion In Portland.
Ordered, That the committee on liquor
agency be given full power to carry out the
provisions of the legislative act relating to the
disposal of liquors lorfeited by seizure.
Ordered, That the chairmen of the respective committees propare estimates of tbe
sums required by them in seasoolfor tbe appropriation bill, for th9 Auditor, who is required
to report on or before April 20.

taxes

PETITIONS REFERRED.

Of the Portland Yacht Clab, for permission
to erect a two story wooden boat house, having
a breadth of forty feet and a length
ot fifty
feet, at the end of Merchants Wharf, Permission to build has been obtained from Harbor
Commissioners. To committee on new wooden bnildings, with power.
Of L. A. Goudy & Co., to erect a building
with exterior walls of corrugated iron at the

a-

Walnut street.
Of Asa B. Russell and others for a sewer on
Willis street.
Of West and Calderwood, and others against
granting a license for a flab market at 5261-2
Congress street.
Of C. A. Donnell and others, for a drain on
Charles street.
Of Elias Thomas & Co., and 28 others, for
brick sidewalk on the southwesterly side M
Clark street, commencing at Danforth. To
committee of streets, sidewalks and bridges.
Of Twltchell, ChamDlin & Co., and 181 others, that the number of electric street lamps in
Portland be increased.
Of Woodman, True & Co., and 67 others, to
pave Pearl street from Milk to Fore.
Of M. 8. Gibson and 41 others for the widening of Centre street from Fre6 to Congress.
sewer on

THE CLAPP FUND.

Samuel Rolfe, treasurer of the Widows
Wood Society, presented his report of the disposition of the interest of the Clapp fund,
amounting to two hundred and forty dollar*.
The money has been expended among 144 beneficiaries a list of whom was made a part of
the report. The report was accepted and ordered plaoed on file.
INVITATIONS.

An invitation was received and acknowledged from the Portland Cadets, for th9 city
connoll to attend their annual ball, April 14.
Au invitation of the Dish American Relief
Association, for the city council to attend Its
annual ball last evening, was acknowledged
with thanks.
SPECIAL POLICE.

The following were appointed special policewithout pay: Frank I. Brett, Fred O.
Bunnells, Watson E. Rand, Jas. L. Rounds,
John Bali, John T. Griffin, Henry A Jackmen

son.

Undertakers were appointed as follow*:
John 3. Cushman, John W. Lewis, Tbos. H.
Randall, at Alms House, Joseph Baud, Peak’s
Island.
In Common Council.
Absent, Messrs. Carney and McLellan. In
the absence of the clerk, F. O. Fassett was
elected clerk pro tern. Records of last meeting were read and approved.
PETITIONS

BBFEBBED.

Of J. J. Gerrish and others for a sidewalk
the southeasterly side of the Eastern Promenade. To committee on streets,sidewalks and
on

Kvitlnni

Of Moses Goald and about fifty citizens of
Wards 1 and 2 that the Horae Oar Company
have permission to extend their doable track
from near the city building to a point at or
above Washington street, and that they have
permission to extend their track from Atlantio
street to and through Merrill street, to Melbourne street, thence to North street, and
thence through North street to
Congress
street. To committee on streets, sidewalks and

bridges.

Of 8. A. Packard and eight others for a
street lamp on Laurel lane.
To committee on
street lamps.

Papers from the npper board received concurrent action.
Messrs. Briggs, Rumery and Higgins were
appointed on the committee on the Mayor’s
address in behalf of this board.
On the Board
of Health John P. Hobbs was appointed for
two years and Robert F. Somers for one year.
There being no further business the board
adjourned.
Art.

Tbe many friends of Mr. Grant, in this city,
where he once had his studio and his home,
will read with interest the following from the
Boston Journal:
Mr. C. R. Grant held last week an informal
exhibition ot paintings and studies at his
studio, No. 24 School street,' where he showed
some remarkably strong and beautiful work in
]
figure painting. Mr. Grant’s absence daring
bis study abroad and his inclination to keep
out of local exhibitions daring tbe two or three
years since his return has prevented tbe general public from knowing of the
important
works which have been growing under his
hand. In the studio now are photographs of
three pictures, whioh are soon to be etched or
engraved, and of which little is known in this
immediate vicinity, but which are certainly
broad, individual, beautiful creations.
The latest work, which is just now completed, is full of beauty and power. It represents
a charming young
woman
standing in the
foreground of a field, where the soft, brown,
fluffy grasses nod about her. She is dressed in
soft, dull red, the gown being] old-fashioned,
with round waist, short sleeves and plain full
skirt, and on her head she wears a bewitohing
bonnet of nameless color, from under which
tbe rich auburn hair comes out in
light and
shadow; the head is turned up in a somewhat
piquant manner, whioh admirably suits the
twinkle ot the brown eyes and tbe dainty
curve of the lip.
One band has gathered up
the skirt and restsupon the hip,while the other
bangs gracefully at the side. Jhe entire figure is charming in its grace
and ronndneaf,
and its expression is that of sweet young
womanhood. The pose is admirable, and the
only one we think which would have fitted the
figure exactly. The landscape is quiet, but farreaching and poetic, and makes a most appropriate surrounding. The flesh painting has
many excellent qualities; the face is wellmodeled, and the color, though quiet, is rioh
and harmonious, while the
drawing, modeling
and color of the bare arms is exquisite. Tlrfi
is a remarkable work for so young a man, and
it is to be hoped that it will soon be placed on
public view.

(fp Kalnhdin on a Bone.
To reach the summit of Mt. Katahdin, the
highest peak in Maine, on horseback, is a feat
that bus been attempted by few; and Mr.
Daniel H. Ferry, a correspondent writing to
sjumukuu
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berl and street. To committee on ntWWQxien
bandings with power.
Of Harriet N. Jackson to erect W004 m building on Franklin street.
Of Joseph A. Dirwanger and others for a

MUU|(

Me., thinks he and a companion ain the first to
succeed in reaching the tip-top on a horse. He
writes: "The old route, known as the South
Basin, can be traveled only on foot. Starting

on horseback from Bussell’s camp, ou the 21st
da; of March, we took a southerly course between the Black Hills and proceeded up the
bed of a little brook until we reached the head
of the gulch, within three miles of the summit. The rest of the way was easily traversed
by our horses, through a growth of fir, spruoe
and white birch gradually growing thinner
and ending near the top in small shrubs, while
the summit Itself is a bare ledge. There was
little snow on the summit, but it was so cold
that we hurried down with oar faoes and ears
badly frost-bitten.”

B>h

Ball.

The snow

has nearly left the Portlands’
grounds and the work of fitting them up for
the coming season has already begun. The diamond will be laid oat today or tomorrow.
Pope, the new second baseman, arrived Saturday, and is ready for business.
The Portland’s headquarters
during the
season will be at the Merchants’ Exchange
Hotel. Mr. Watson will take care of the boys
in good shape.
Augustas Batchelder, the favorite umpire, is
reported better. It is hoped bis illness will
not be of long duration.
Mr. John L. Wlnship, manager of the Portlands, met with qaite a severe aocident Friday
night last (brief mention of which was made
yesterday). He was leaving Dr. Vose’s house,
when he slipped on the doorstep and caught on
the step by the heel of the boot on his lame
foot, s. verely spraining the ankle. Ha hopes
to be out all right tomorrow.
Blguall of Taunton, who caught Porter at
Milwaukee last season, is to play behind the
bat for Brockton this season.
Long, who covered third base on the J. L.
Whitings last season, hiB been secured by
Manager Winship of the Portlands and will
sign today. It is barely possible that Phillips,
who was to fill that position, may not show
up, bat if he does Long will be retained. Long
had the best batting record of any man in the
Commercial League last year.
IV emi nut ions

by the Governor.

Gov. Bobie has made the following nominations:

Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Albert
S. Austin, Paris; Kendall M. Dunbar, Damariscotta; James A. Milliken, Cherryfield; Marshall W. Sawyer, Milford; I. A. Smith, DUmont; Sewall Gross, Hew Gloucester; Henry
P. Beedy, Phillips; Jcbn M. Fifield, Portland.
To take or kill birds for scientific purposes—
Leslie A. Lee, Brunswick.
OH TDK ROLLSBS.
ROLLER SKATINO CONTEST.
Arrangements have just been completed at

Calais
for three five mile races on roller skates, between
Leonard Saunders of St. John, and K. A. Skinner
of Boston, for the championship of America and a
hundred dollar purse each race. Oue race Is to
take place in Calais ou the 14th, the other two at
St. John, H. B., on the 13th and loth of ApriL
NOTES.
There will be a ladies skate check complimentary
and floral souvenir party at the Bijou tonight.
Ladles will be admitted, with use of skates for
skate check, and will be presented with a floral
souvenir.
There will be the usnal ladles’ party at Portland
rink tonight.
Keif, o? the Ulob-'i, will be uere tomorrow night
to play in the goal for the Bijous, if neceaaary.
Butler will also play as in the Springvale gaiv e Fri-

day night.
Forest City Kink will have a first-class polo clnb
the coming season.
Oeorge Whitney, who will
manage the rink, has been very successful in organizing clubs to win. The Forest City* wore
chosen by him, and the Salem*, the club that has
already wou the New England medals, and Is probably the best club in the oonntty as far as scientific
playing is concerned, were all in playing order and
were composed of the same
members, when he left
that rink, as now.
He has already commenced
making plans to organize a club whose playing will
do the hearts of those interested in the game good
to see, and Old Orchard will also hare a first-class
club.
:JB
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anonymous letters and

7.

be a terrible blow to British pride, bat the
British lion will doubtless succeed in partly
concealing his discomfiture by vigorously
growling at Bussia.

The name and address of the writer are In
all eases indispensable, not necessarily for publication bat as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to rotnrn or preserve comnot

used.

The story of the death of Barrios finds by
means universal credence, and it would

surprising

be

shortly

if

he

turned

again

up

and made more trouble.

Of course President Cleveland assumed the
Executive office “under circumstances most

trying

to

himself,” but

it was not

expected

that he would conduct the oflice under
cumstances most trying to his party.

The amendments to the liquor law adopted at the recent session of the legislature go
into effect to-day. The most important of
them is the one which relates to druukenneae.
Hereafter intoxication will be
_punished by imprisonment for the first offence.
It must be bard for some of the old Union
soldiers to find out at this late day that they
fought and bled on the wrong side. The
superintendent of foreign mails who “goes”
to make room for a Democratic machine
politician in St. Louis, is a “rascal” who
'ost one of his arms fighting for his country.
We regret to see tb'et our esteemed prohibition contemporary shows a tendency to
ridicule the excursion of the Rev. Mr. Manson among the rumshops last
Friday. A
paragraph or two more of the kind it inon
-J

somebody

—
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will eall it a rum paper.

A

Washington correspondent says that
since the inauguration a newsdealer of that
city has sola a Ihonsand copies of the book
which contains all the official positions under the Federal Government. A good many
men have been able to find oat what
salary
they would have received if the President
hadn’t considered the public offices a public
trust.

The commissioner of Internal revenue has
demanded the retention of Judge Chesley,
the law officer of the department, whose resignation has been asked for by the Attorney
General, on the ground that the office cannot get along without his services. President Clevelard seems inclined to comply
with the demand of his commissioner. At
any rate Judge Chesley is not to go at present. The “rascals” seem to be turning out
to be very valuable even to this reform ad-

ministration.
The commissioner of

pensions has asked
for the resignation of Miss Ada C. Sweet,
pension agent at Chicago, whose commission does not expire until 1886. In his letter
he expressly states that he makes the request on no pergonal grounds nor because the
office has not been ably and faithfully managed. What his reason is he leaves the
Miss
agent and the public to
guess.
Sweet has replied directly to the President
refusing to resign, so if she is to be
got rid of she must be removed. It looks as
if her removal would be a direct violation
of the civil service principle. Being a woman
she is not likely to have been an “offensive
partisan,”

so

that she

can

hardly

be

re-

moved upon that ground, and she is conceded to be an efficient and faithful officer.

It looks therefore as if her removal would be
tantamount to a confession on the part of
the administration, that sometimes at least,
officeholders are to be turned out for no
other purpose than to make room for hungry Democrats. If the President sustains
the commissioner of pensions and Miss
Sweet has to go it will look very much as if
a clean sweep was about to begin.

England’s Retreat.
The Gladstone government has apparently about come to the conclusion that a continuation of the war in the Soudan is destined to be altogether too costly both in men
and money, and is preparing to draw out of
it before the torrid heat and pestilential
winds along the Kile shall have reduced the
«A

«A.A

AA..A..').
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Public sentiment is being gradually prepared
for this radical change of programme. The
medical staff connected with the Khartoum
expedition has made out a report which iB
supposed to have been inspired largely by
Lord Wolseley himself, in which it Is asserted that a stay in the Soudan daring the
summer means the extinction of fnlly onehalf of the present British force. Gen. Graham has been ordered to treat for peace with
Osman Digna, and his retreat from Tamai to
Snakim is supposed to be preliminary to such
negotiations. Unless present signs are misleading, in a few weeks the English forces
will all be back in Egypt proper, and the expedition for avenging Gen. Gordon abandoned finally.
Thus apparently is nearing its end a campaign which has been a series of blunders
from its beginning. In fact the history of
the last few years of English control in
Egypt is a record of crime and blundering
inch as few nations in modern times have
been guilty of. To collect the interest on
Egyptian bonds held by it* subjects the British government stripped the natives of their
property and reduced the population to a
state of beggary. When the oppressed people revolted under the lead of Arabi, the rebellion was crushed out with an iron heel
that showed no mercy, the city of Alexandria being bombarded by British ships
while it lay helpless and unresisting.
When the revolt in the Sondan began England ordered the Egyptian government to
abandon that country, simply because the
exoense

of redur.intr it to snhieotlon

would

jeopardize the financial interests of her subjects. Egyptian garrisons in the Soudan
were abandoned to their fate, and many of
them were subsequently massacred. The
only means ever taken to rescue any
of them was the sending of Gen. Gordon
without troops to Khartoum, hoping that
his influence might be sufficient to induce
the Mahdi to permit the withdrawal of the
garrison. For many months after it bad be-

Atlanta Constitution.

Georgia is a Slate well known iu Washington. As a matter of fact, Georgia is
painted red on the political map.
A

These

MASSACHUSETTS JOKE.
Boston Post.

THE

POSTMASTER-GENERAL

AT

Royal.

MINNE-

Minneapolis Tribune.
A accurate estimate, based on the number of gentlemen who called at the Xicollet
house to see Col. Vilas yesterday, places the
Tribune’s circulation at 21,387.
AS

Royal,

SURPRISE PARTY.
Norfolk Ledger.
It has been suggested that the new party
which is soon to be formed if President
Cleveland continues in making nominations,
will not lack for a name, as it can aptly be
called the surprise party. A few more nominations like that of Pearson’s will settle the
matter.
THE

The

“RASCALS.”

Postmaster General.

Boston, Mass., Aug.

The Pullman family are making a trip to
New Orleans in a car costing $75,000.
A Boston man claims to have listened to
fifty Fourth of July orations.
A Buffalo girl come out to Washington as
the guest of Miss Cleveland is declared the
handsomest of her sex in the capital.
Foxes are so abundant and bold in Manchester, Me., that they make their dens beneath barns.
Among the 1,200 laws regulating the
French press is one centuries old, whieh
threatens the proofreader with death for
even one blunder.
Colonel Ingersoll gives the following recipe
for oratory: “U«esmall words to express
the idea and be sure that the idea everlaps
the word at both eeds.”
Miss Kate Field preserves and highly
prizes the medals and rings presented to her
mother when, as a young girl, she was a
favorite actress in Philadelphia.
A book printed in dark bine letters on
pale green paper is a German experiment for
saving the eyes. The title of this unique
contribution to literature is “The Natural
History of the Women of Berlin.”
The king of dudes, X. Barry Wall, has returned to New York from Europe with 20
trunks of new clothes, which promise to
revolutionize the dudes of '.he juenesse doree
of the metropolis.
The young man who had just made his
“first appearance on any stage” was telling
his iriends all about it. “Did you receive
any floral tribute?” he was asked. “No,”
he replied, “but I dodged all the eggs!”
There was triumph in his tone.
Yale College has, in the way of trophies,
sixty-nine base balls, won from her various
adversaries. Each ball is painted the color
of the stockings of the vanquished nine, and
is lettered to indicate the time and place of

uuij v/Abovu,

rather curious.
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Then the cry of a war of revenge was
Mahdi was to be smashed
before the British withdrew from the Soudan. The record of Lord Wolseley’s movements since that time has been one ef constant and unvaried disaster. Betreat has
followed retreat, and the English regiments have melted away beneath the tropic
Gen. Graham in his operations around
sun.
Suakim has been scarcely more successful.
Osman Digna has eluded him, and the capture of an unimportant town Is all that he
has to show for a campaign which has cost
the lives of many brave men.
It is not surprising that under the circumstances Lord Wolseley is thoroughly
sick of the SoudaD. It has been the graveyard of many of England’s bravest and best
generals, and it has been the burial place of
To
the most of Wolseley’s military fame.
retreat now, with Gordon unavenged and
the long series of defeats un iped out, will
ment.
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and the
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SAXE—2d hand

THE HATTER,
will give either

•

To any

ers

197 middle Street.

No.

ap4

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,
Elsewhere.

HALE—At

Before Purchasing Hats
STEPHEJS BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer Manufacturing Our Own Goods we are enabled

to sell them at
have been asked in Portland.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

a

much

short

Amcrtean St Foreign Patents,

Exchange St, Portland, Me.

KNEE

I3T*All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
1ul2dtf

PANTS,

We have

Row,

just

large

EASTER!
We are the Sole Agents for Knox New York Hats, and hare all the
styles of the leading manufacturers of the country.

Special Attention

is called to our line of

5 minutes from depot ol Fitchburg R. R.;
FOR
tains 130

A Remarkable Cure of a Horse.
In the fall of 1883 I had a valuable horse taken
with the pinkeye, resulting in blood poison.
After

In every fashionable shade.

SALE—$1500 will buy the finest fitted
Billiard Parlor In a city of 16000 inhabitants;
5 tables all new; recently opened; good trade, low
rent; the best business chance in the State today;
owner has business in another State; close
nvestigation solicited. Address S. K. ELLIOTT,
4-2
Fitchburg, Mass.

50c, 75c,

firesent

SALE—A

iness;

selling, going
particulars call or address MKS-M. C. SMITH, P.O.
box 107, Lisbon Falls, Me.
2-2

Brief advertisements are iuserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance.
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breakfast.
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EPPS’S COCOA.

DRESSES DYEDitSmi

and all the Leading American and Engll8h Bicycles and TncyclCS#
in etock.

Second Hand

A1,0

M^e,
&o.
Bicycle Sundries
‘AOI Middle 81., Portland, Me.

erties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has provided
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored bev®p3
d&wSm
erage which may save us many heavy doctor’s bills.
it is by the judicious use of such articles of diet-----—

constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
that

M
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Lewando’s French

tvveDlfteTOUO

Dye House,

17 TEMPLE PL., BOSTON, MASS.
TRICE LIST SENT FREEL
mar24
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Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us
ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortilied with pure bloed and a properly nonr.
ished frame.Civil Service Gazette.”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

IIULQ CPPQ 0, pn nommopathio Chemists,
^
^
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31 EXCHANGE ST.

LET—Counting Room; the very convenient
and desirable office in Moulton Block, No. 167
Commercial St., formerly occupied by the undersigned. Possession can be’given immediately. Ap*
ffiy to GEO. S. HUNT & CO., 169 Commercial St.

TO

‘__25-2
TO
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li H.
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Hotel,

He.
Portland,eodtf

-

-

CHAS. S. GHASE, WOULD YOU
to

BUY THE BEST

C.A. B. MORSE & CO*,

WHOLESALE DEALEB IN

—

LIME, CEMENT, FLUSTER,

PIANO ?

Plastering Hair, &
NO.

^fewgood

t

Clothing Co.,

Falmouth

—

eodtf

ft

57 pairs Front Laco Boots, French Matt Kid Top
only $2.00; former price $4.60.
100 pairs Side Lace Boots, Glove
Top, very Stylish, only $.60.
Glore T®P. Kid Foxed, Scallop Vamp,
only $2.00.
20 Pairs GloveTop, Kid
Foxed, very Stylish,
J
only $2.50; S. M. F. & FF.
200 pairs Cnracoa Kid, Button, odd
sizes, only
former
price $3.00.
$2.1>o
W e propose to give our customers a benefit for the
next ten cfays. These goods will be sold for cash and

NO CREDIT.
If you have only a small
in Boots and Shoes, call at

H

Drain Pipe,
COMMERCIAL WHARF,
PORTLAND,

of money to invest
Sign of Gold Boot.

sum

or a
rooms

can

COR. MIDDLE AND TEMPLE STS.,

ancceaaor

GBATEFVL-COH1FOBTING.

’LADIES.

BROWN,

are

R. F, SOMERS.W. A. FROTH INGHAM.

:iP4_

ONLY TEW DAYS.

N.B.—Wanted, everybody to know our Kent and
Expenses are in keeping with the times. Ask your
Shoe Dealer bow^piuoh Be pays for store rent.

Brief

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,

Odd

Sizes.

one

Opp.20

and

an

mar

January 9,1885.
Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co,, Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
or 159 W. 23d St., N. Y.
janld&wlynrm

of

stock
Millinery and Fancy
Goods in Lisbon
FOR
doing good bus
Falls, Me.,west.
reason for
For further

BOARD.

invoice of the

Remnants

FOR

RDING -a gentleman and wife,
few
by all who have tried them BOA
obtain oleasant
single gentlemen
shirt
without
and
board
in
exception with full
up-town private family. Address,
flitting
1-1
name, A. R., Press Office.
in the market. Try one, and if not satisfacROOM* TO LET.
tory in every way we will refund the money.
We have all the sizes, 13 1-2 to 18; no extra
Rrief advertisements
inserted under
this head
week for 25 cents, paid in
the
sizes.
for
charge
large
advance

The largest assortment in the city.

Remember the Practical Hatters !

nine months of doctoring with all the remedies to be
found in horse books. I despaired of a cure.
His
right hind leg was as large as a man’s body, and had
on it over forty running sores.
He was a most pitiable looking object. At last I thought of Swift’s
Specific, and commenced to use it. 1 used fifteen
bottles. In August last, all symptoms of the disease
disappeared. There have been no signs of a return,
and the horse has done a mule’s work on my farm
James L. Fleming, Augusta, Ga.
over since.

BARGAINS!

con-

acres; mowing, tillage, pasturage and
wood; will keep 20 cows in summer, 60 in winter;
milk sold at the door; bnildings are doable house, 2
barns, each 60x40, with cellars; carriage houses and
corn house; 160 fruit trees; 4 wells good water;
buildings on high land; very sightly. G. L. POND
& CO., 178 Washington street.1-1

which is conceded

Casco

GENTS’ SPRING GLOVES!

»

SALE—Farm in Weston, near Waltham,

EICHMIE SHIRT,
new as-

•

FOR

ridiculously low

4 to 14 years, for

a

from New York City,

C-l

SALE -$3500 buys stock and fixtures
and team of lst-class grocery business, established 30 years; run by present owner 9 years; good
lease, low rent; business $400 to $600 per week;
well fitted, splendid class of patronage, located
within 5 miles of Boston; store always made money;
W.
an excellent chance; ill health cause of selling.
F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston. 25-3

to be the best

riiifiLiJL.

Boston.

MALE—At appraisal, the stock and fixtures of libel ass family grocery store, rnn by
present owner 12 years, well stocked, good teams,
Going a business of $1200 per week, good lease, low
rent, one of the finest stores in this state, located
within three miles of the State House, stock clean,
best of reasons for selling.
W. F. CARRUTHERS,
24 Tremont Row. Boston,2-1

of BOYS9 SUITS, in long and
at greatly reduced prices.

received

MUSICIANS —60

at which the following quartette of celebrated artists will appear:
Miss Emma Juch, Soprano;
Min* Hattie J. Clopper, Contralto; Mr. William J. Winch, Tenor; Mr. Max Heinrich,
Basso. Mr. Thomas will present a miscellaneous
programme of attractive novelties.
Tickets, including reserved seats. IOoo seats at
$1.00; 400 neats at $1/45; 400neatnnt $1.30
Sold at Stockbridge’s, Monday morning at 9 o’clock;
numbers given out at 7; only six tickets sold to one
person at opening sale. Half fare on M. C., O. T.,
and P. & O. R. R’s.
ap4dlw

a nice paying bar$2500 a year
connected; rent $35
per month; located on one of busiest streets in the
city of Boston; nice olass of patronage; best of rea;
ions tor selling.
W. F. CARRUTHFRS, 24 Tre-

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

particularly

We have everything in the Spring Market.
We open to-day a
ssortment of Young Men’s SILK and STIFF HATS for

pants,

—

a

a

STYLISH!

-osr-

out at

OF

now
rooms

profit;

prices.

large variety

60-

-

bargain;
FOB
room, well fitted,
paying
net
tenement 3

A Few Heavy Overcoats and Suits
A

—

BCSINESS CHANCED.

197 middle Street.
eodtf

closing

—

goods

SPRING OVERSAGKS.

we are

AND HIS UNRIVALED

‘ORCHESTRA

lars enquire at premises or address,
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
maroeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

mont

that

—

THOMAS
—

Portland, with 20 acres of land and isopposite belonging to the estate. N iee orchard, good well of mineral water, tine privilege for
boating, fishing and bathing. For further particu-

We have placed on onr counters a very fine assortment of Spring Oversacks which we shall
be pleased to show to onr numerous patrons.

the manufacturers

by

THEODORE

on

FOR

d3w

MONDAYJVENING, APRIL 20.

Grand Festival Concert

land

and delivers
of him at once.

bought

CITY HALL,

2-1

Summer Residence situated
the
BEAUTIFUL
shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Foreside, 4
miles from

new

delivery,

own

9._

Address E.

SUMMER. RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

vCOE, THE HATTER,

$916,000,006.

Agent,

onr f actory are

by mail attended to.

and

COE, THE HATTER,

EVER TONE

The latest productions of

Orders

—

Umbrellas
No. 197 middle Street.

has his

aP1___

Briggs,

4c,

FARMS FOR SALE.

ALWAYS SEND TO
COE, THE HATTER,

or oilier speculative forms of policies issued.
It insures
regular plans of life and endowment, offering the Lowest
Rates and the Largest Dividends combined with the greatest security.
Those desiring reliable insurance should apply to

ever

bbl. lots

One

COE, THE HATTER,"!

on

Lower Price than

5

known as the McLellan farm, owned by,Mrs.
Wiggin, containing 60 acres of tillage, pasture,
orchard and wood land; well watered; brick honse
with wooden out buildings; near depot, churches
and schools, at Gorham Village.
The other, known as the Codman farm, owned by
Mrs. Devine, contains 50 acres of tillage and pasture with an orchard
of
250 apple trees; 1
mile from the village; building of wood; a nice cider
mill. These farms will be sold at great bargains.
G. D. WEEKS,
Apply to
Gorham.
April 1,1885.
dtl
apr2

the

Ticket. 50 I'enta. For Bale by members anil
at the usual places. Reserved seats 25 cents extra.
For sale at the Atrnory Monday Evening, April 6,
at 7.30 o’clock, afterwards at Stockbridge’s. Doors
Band Concert at 7.30. Drill at 8.30.
open at 7.
mar30dtd
Dancing at

2-1

only one who sells the
PATENT WOOD THUNKS.

will open rafts of new hats to day.
No. 197 middle Street.

No tontine

No. 87 I’luin Street

repairs
CUMBERLAND ST.

COE, THE HATTER,

A PERFECT PLAN.

on

228

DOW, 389 Cumberland St., Portland.

is the

$104,000,000.

Should call

Enquire

a

FOR SAXE—Good crackers XX Go;

The new 5-year distribution Policy issued by this Company is believed to be the most liberal ever offered by any Company and is

mart;__d3m

$20 per month;

5Vfcc; 15 bbl. lots 5\kc and no charge foi
bbls.j pearl oyster 6c; oyster X, seconds and bloat-

197 middle Street.

Hats, Caps, Trunks, Bags

Music by Chandler.

14-4

now

IDEAL HATS.

No.

14

1

Has the Original

Street.

PUTNAM,
Building, Boston, Mass-

SAXE—H^use No. Stone street, suitable
for two families; good yard room; Sebago;
FOR
few
would demand

pays

COE, THE HATTER.

e

by

or

gresa St., Room 35, Monks
Take the elevator.

more.

No.

CITY BLAXjXj,

terms. Ad-

on

our

our

boy who will buy his hat at 197 Middle street.

*

DRILL and BALL

hack,
easy
dress HACK, This
30-2
FOR
Office._
SAXE—300 estates fully described in
Tuesday Evening, April
Real Estate Advertiser lust published; free at
FOR
office
sent
mail. B. C.
36 Con

COE,

Street.

JSLNNTT.A.JLM

88

SAXE—4 barber

1885

FIFTEENTH

-

Portland Cadets'

a

chairs; price $5, $6,
FOR
$12; call this week at 223 Congress St. GEO.
F. JOHNSON.1-1

LOOK BOYS 1

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD.

PORTLAND, ME.

for

FOR

$3.00.

RULER.

place

SAXE—A fine horse weighs 1050, sound
and smooth, good roader ana good driver, 8
1-1
years old. Call at 167 or 25 COTTON ST.

No. 197 middle Street.

Exchange

excellent

1870

gentlemen’s country residence; and will be sold at a
bargain. Easy terms. Apply to E. W. GUPTILL,
2-2
Gorham, Me.

OF HTEW YORK.

31

The management reserve the right to refnse admission or skates to objectionable parties.
marlfdtf
BEKTC. WH1TTIKH, Manager.

FOR

has

W. D. LITTLE,

"•srsr admission

SAXE—The “E. P. Weston” place, so called, situated at Gorham Village, within few
minutes walk of
Portland & Rochester depot,
churches,public schools and Gorham Normal school:
consists of 17 acres of land; fine orchard of 300
trees; strawberries, raspberries and other small
fruits; large house with shed and stable attached,
all in perfect repair; cause of sale death of late owner who had fitted it up as a permanent home;
fine
an

re-

Manager.

Federal Street* opp. the Park.
Open every Afternoon and Evening, music Every Evening* Wednesday and Saturday Af-

177

_3-1

healthy location,

iScIntS:

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR,

new

scenery,

ADMISSION

fuse all objectionable parties.
decSldtf
C. H. KNOWLTON,

SAXE—A second hand shifting top bugFOR
tires and paint, price
gy, Kimball’s make,
For sale
Middle St.
K.
No.

EVENING.

SKATE CHECKS, iO CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to

SON, Jb.3-2
HAWES,

RINK,

Block* middle St.

EVERY

EfSISi,

SAXE—Twenty horses. Inquire at Alpine House, Gorham, N. H. STRATTON &
3-1
EDWARDS.

SILK HATS,
and exchanges for

only

OPEN

BARGAINS—In

by C.

SKATING

Storcr Bros.’

2d hand carriages; 4 phae;
tons ranging in price from $65.00 to $12o.00also light side bar box top wagon, my own make;
all the above is in first-class order.
Z. THOMP-

A Real Richter Harmonica,
A Rase Rail Relt,
A Bag of Mixed Marbles,
or a Rase Rati and Cap,

over

PORTLAND

looms, arranged for two tenements, will be sold at a
great bargr.in, immediate possession. Call at house
or on N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
3-1

THE

Amount Paid Policy-Holders Since Organization

Stoddard Extras. Course of 3 lectures; course
tickets $1.00 and $1.25; patrons of the “Stockbridae” 75c and $1.00; children 50c and 76c; evening tickets 50c and 75c; now on sale.
ap2dl w

advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance.

$70.

Reigncf Terror.”

the

bridge’s.

FOR

dtf

ASSETS OVER

weekly

Brief

oan-

the

French Revolution.)
Fresh hopes and new treachery. The people
to
feel
their power. Folly and treachery of
begin
the King. His condemnation and execution. Appearance of the new leaders, Dan ton, Marat,
Robespierre. Headlong progress of the revolution.
Robespierre alone and triumphant. 'The reaction.
The death of Robespierre. Enter the young Napoleon. Anarchy quelled and order restored.
Tickets 50 and 75 cents; now on sale at Stock-

FOR SAXE.

—

-*—

Cross

Subject—“Paris in
(Concluding Lecture on

Portland. Me.

CONGRESS’ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
mar28

7

STODDARD.

mar30dtf

a

April Mil,

Illustrated Lecture by JOHN I..

Canvasser Wanted.
for

aprldtd

CLOSING ENTERTAINMENT

Wanted.
GOOD, faithful boy of 12 or 14 years of age,
who would like a good home in the country
apply for information to MRS. J. P. BAX-

Solicit

Sale of seats

Wednesday Evening,

entirely new,
photograph

subscriptions
daily and
TO
newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B. Box 1557

Etc.

Stockbridge Coarse.

no glass, ladles and young girls in city or
can earn $12 to $20 per week, work sent

,

514

STREET,

Seats 75 and 50o.; gallery 35c.
Friday April 3.

SAXE.—House, the northerly half of the
Block, on Grant St., Woodfords, contains 11

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

BOOM ON 3d FLOOR.

No. 93

may

Key*,”

commences

2-1

TER, 61 Doering St., Portland, Me.

$5 per doz., former price $i) per doz.

-OR

for

pub-

Welseley’s expedition was despatched. The history of this
expedition is too fresh to need recapitulation here. It lingered and blundered until
Gordon was murdered and the object of its
mission became impossible of accomplish-

Head

INSURE IN

Account Books Ruled to Order.

Herbert O.

A

Bunch of

SpeciaVFeatnre.

by mail and furnished all the year round, distance
no objection, no canvassing, no stamp required
for
reply. Address PIONEER MANUFACTURING
Box
5098
Mass.
24-8
CO.,
Boston,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

aPr4_

CARDS.

45 EXCHANGE ST,

PANELS

good references.

TOMPKINS

A Feature of the Entertainment is its
Bright, Sparkling Music.
The Scenery is also Unique, Novel and a

3-1

painting,

Now at $4.60 per doz., former price $7 per doz.

Hatter,

NO. 253 MIDDLE

Baby,” “A

capable girl for general housework at No. 8 CARROLL ST., Portland; must

country

Photographs.

FINELY FINISHED CABINETS

College of Pharmacy.

Mannfacturing

Me.

—

Satirical. Dlusical, Etc., by
UOYT.nho wrote “A Kag

The Luteal,
C'HAS. II.

no

Satisfaction Guaranteed

SOMERS,
Practical
and Retail

2-2

something
WANTED.—Ladies,
perfectly simple and easy,

time only in the price of

To meet tbe demands of tbe times, we have determined, for a short season, to give the public
tbe advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prices, and therefore
quote

Silk, Stiff and Soft Hats made to order without extra charge.

KIIGHT,

PAPER

short

and Panel

Cabinets

EASTER-GLOVES.

shod himself and took to the billiard world
permanently, where he prospers.

S. D.

a

You can always find the Latest and Leading styles on our counters. Our facilities for manufacturing our own Hats enable us to seU our goods for less than
other dealers. We also make the Ideal Hats in all the new Spring Colors.

newsboy on the
Chicago, Bnrlington and Quincy road, and
handled a cue at every chance.. One day in
Salva, 111., when both penniless and barefooted, he stole Into a billiard saloon to get
warm.
There he picked up an idle cue and
a bystander, seeing evidences of skill, offered to back the little ragmnffin against a
friend who posed as an expert. Catton won
and, receiving the stakes—$5—clothed and

BCUNESH

for

•

was a

H. H.
2G-2

TIT’ANTED —A situotion as meat cook. Inquire
■*
of J. E. GILMAN, 75 Salem St., or address

Freeport,
have

GREAT REDUCTION

The leading New York Broadway Hatter’s Silk, Stiff and Soft Hats.
The most
fashionable hats ever shown in Portland. Call and see them before buying.

start* was

Address

MANAGEMENT OF

manager of the Boston Theatre,

some

season.

THE

EUGENE

WANTED—A

Sole agents for Maine for

Directly Opposite

a

coming

HAMILTON, Walnut Hill, Me.

SOMERS, THE HATTER,

Aubnrn has among its wonderful animals
a horse that unties all sorts of knots with
his teeth, goes about in the stall, undoes the
the strap in the rear of the stall and walks
about the barn with a cat asleep on his
back.
In front of a store in Albany N. Y. is a
great cake of ice twenty inches thick and remarkably clear. It is labeled, “A curiosity
taken from the river.” Such a cake of ice
may be a curiosity in New York but people
would not go miles to see it down here in
Maine.
One of the rising stars of the billiard
wuw

eodtl

UNDER

—

£l

first class piano and violin playWANTED—A
desires situation at
hotel at the
for the

beach

»

Now at

We open today the finest line of Gents’ gloves shown in the city in all the
Spring Shades.

A TIN OLDiER

A

14,

YOUMANS,

HOW’S THIS 1

copying

City._

apr4d3t

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.

CENTS—To sell the cheapest and best safety lamp burner in the world; big pay all the
year round. Address G. L. KENYON, 57 Broad25-4
way, Providence. R. I.

HATS I

winning.

appearing,

Free St„

EASTER

Personal and Peculiar.

Agents, gentlemanly
for this city and State to seli the
WANTED

on

Young
Block.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY, APRIL 6 AND l

apparatus,giving 2000 fac simile copies in black ink,
superseding tbe Hektograph electric pen, Ac.; no
washing, rapid and sure; now in use and endorsedjby
the government and leading firms in Boston New
York, Ac.; exclusive territory to right parties. Call
from 4 to 6, every day this week. DR. MERLIN, 20
er

STREET.

$5 to $10 per day made by live agents
vassing for us. Apply at Studio.

Hon. A. A. Fbkhman, Washington, D. C.

Apply

Press Office.

and Massachusetts

Tuesday, April 7th, at the hall
Men’s Christian Association, Partington
Supper served from 0 to 8.
AilraiMMion Free.

3-1

about 15
at NEWS
3-1

STAND, E. R. R. Depot, City.

PERRY,

MIDDLE

ladies of

WANTE

eral St., Portland, Me.

hold the An-

Paul’s Guild will
THEnual Sale ofSt.useful
and fancy articles,
Easter
of the

D—A situation as foreman in lumber
yard or saw mill by one who has bad experience in running saws,
engines, buying logs, measuring lumber, keeping books, otc.; can furnish good
reference. For interview, address A. B., 236 Fed-

0*7ANTED, KENT—A house of from five to
centrally located, by May• 1st:
Will pay $200. Address 'S.’1

State Assayer and Analytical and Consulting Chemist;
late Professor of Chemistry in Boston University

yours,
William F. Vilas.

WANTED—An

IT
seven rooms,
up stairs preferred.

1884.
JAMES F. BABCOCK,

Very truly

experienced salesman to sell
flour and groceries on the coast; good salary to the right man. Address BOX 1054.
C-l

WANTED—Bright,
*‘8ht work-

577 cubic centimetres.

Vou will take with you in going mv continuing interest in your personal and professional success and welfare, assured by
your abilities and experience.

id

aPr4

Cleveland’s Baking Powder being pure and free from
Ammonia, Lime, Alum, Terra Alba, or any adulteration whatever,
and having great leavening power, I do not hesitate to recommend
as worthy of public confidence for producing light, digestible, and
wholesome bread.

My Bear Sir—In accepting to-day your
resignation of the office of Assistant Post
master General for the Post Office Department, which you placed in my hands directly I began charge of it, I beg to thank you
for the fidelity and courtesy with which you
have marked the discharge' of jyour part of
our official intercourse, rendering pleasant
and easy the assumption of the new duties
imposed on me in your division.

ttujliu

N.
246

In view of these facts I regard Cleveland’s as superior to the
Royal because:
I. Cleveland’s contains only pure and unobjectionable maftuials,
while the Royal contains Ammonia, a drug derivecr from
disgusting sources, powerful in its action upon the system. The
adulteration of baking powder with Ammonia is in my opinion
an injury to the public health.
It deserves the severest condemnation, and should be brought to the attention of physicians and
boards of health throughout the country.*
II. The quantity of pure Carbonic
Acid
Gas yielded by
Cleveland’s is greater than that produced under like conditions by the ROYAL.

Why should the Prince of Wales persist in
going where he is not wanted, and where no
visible duty calls him? The Irish politeness
will probably protect him from danger or insult, but perfunctory receptions are not
worth running after.

THE

produced by

C-l

EASTER SALE

intelligent boy

Cleveland's,

Boston Herald.

OF

Old silk hats made

ST._

new

E.

grams of each of these powders is as follows:
658 cubic centimetres.

io

well known that his mission had
failed and that he himself was in danger of
being murdered or made a prisoner, the Eng-

not be resisted that Lord

Protestant American girl to do
Apply at No. 17 DKERING

•

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda

Starch
The relative amount of pure Carbonic Acid Gas

Philadelphia
Maine has a law prohibiting the sale of
oleomargarine. If it operates as her liquor
law does, bogus butter will soon be plenty
and cheap up there.
“IRISH POLITENESS” IS GOOD.

ONE

hat, nobby Spring style now ready.
over, and a perfect fit warranted,

Carbonate of Ammonia

Press.

TO

contain:

ENTBKTAINMEN TS.

WANTED—A
second work.

has just received the latest New York styles in soft and
stiff hats in black, blue, brown, wine and brown mixed.
The latest styles in Derby for young men are the best
ever seen in Portland, and by calling and examining
for yourself you will be convinced. Young men’s silk

Tartaric Acid

OTHERS LOOK AT OUR PROHIBITION.

A LETTER

powders

a

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour

alive.

was

made

Cleveland's.

A lady in Oldtown, Me., says she has been
gathering Mayflowers in the woods near her
home almost daily since Feb. 18, and she
says she could prove it, too, if old Bill Jones

come

lish government neglected to take any meas
It was only when
uxes for bis rescue.
lic sentiment became so strong that it could

E. N. PERRY

chemical examination of samples of
day
baking powder purchased by me in the open market and
marked Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder, and Royal
Baking Powder.

APOLIS.

The Democrats of Calais are reported as
being wild with delight over the defeat of
the candidate of the Law and Order League
for mayor. Their Portland brethren will
wear crape for thirty days over this severe
blow to prohibition.

flnllTAfl in

I have this

A MAP THAT TELLS THE STORY.

cir-

The Brooklyn Eagle in saying that poor
Democrats inherit the kingdom of heaven
while the rich are sent abroad as ministers
and cousuls, makes a distinction which the
average Democrat will not admit.

WANT**,
Brief advertisement* are inserted under
this head one week fer 45 cents, paid in
advance.

Current Comment.

no

not

nnCBLL ANE0CN.

INJURIOUS TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

eommun

cations.

munications thatmre

MISCBEiliJlNBOina.

ME.

ty The only place in Portland to buy the Cele
brated “COBB” Lime.
•d2»
mar

31_

Reading and general Review.

From April 7th to Jane 13th, Mrs. Caswell will
conduct a class which is to read analytically the
Inferno Paradise Eost. the Iliad and the
review U. ». History and take up
ASneid;
current affairs. 'J'his will oocupy at first four and
later eight or ten hours per week. Pupils will be
admlttedtothlscon-.se tor $3, but must accommodate themselves to the hours for sohool recitations and be willing to work. Persons wishing to
enter'the class, call at VO Park St., between nine a.
apr6d3t
m. and on© p. m.

Call at the Old Stand and
largest stock of

see

the

bargains still remain.
Tuuing and repairing to order.

Samuel Thurston
8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.
jauia

dtt

PORTLAND,itit1It.

advance.
mo LET-Store 15 Union Wharf, possession
i- given April 6th; also house for sale, terms easy;

2% Union Wharf.

SYLVAN 8HURTLEFF.

1-2

LET—The largest and best second floor for
business in Portland, over Woodman, True &
Co., now occupied by Lord, Haskell & Co. Possession given July 1. Inquire of GEO. W. WOODMAN.

TO

2-4

LET—Dwelling houses, from $5 to $17 per
month. S. L. CARLETON, office 180 Middle
2-1
street; residence 118 Congress street.

TO

TO LET—House

No. 778

Congress

street;

rent

$400; also a large room with alcove, furnished.
MOSES MORRILL, corner of Congress and Oak

_IIIPs:-

2-1

mo LET—A very pleasant up-stairs tenement to
Arent to a family without children.
Address,
with full name, W. B., Press Office.
1.1

126 Free

rare

<21 CONGRESS Sir
m*'-l

advertisements are inserted under
one week for 25 cents, paid in

To Lei.

Covers.

TELEPHONE 50».

this head

streets.

Pianos, Organs, Stools and
Some

LET.

THE SHOE HEALER

No,
HOUSE
Dr. Weeks.
novidtf

St., formerly occupied by
No. 12

F. N. DOW,
Market Square.

TOJLET.

ORES in the Thompson block. Nos. 117, 118
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dtors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Kent

I

Arc the CHEAPEST
and BEST for CHILne k-enmne without
and "JohnMcNDFLI.
!' .ti ll p iir. FIT
V' A \■ Hi
S' PERFECTLY, Look Nice,
GiviComlbrt.OiU wear others
^yRNni/
Tbo t-tHT Boya in Girard
r--i.
College,
all WEAK THEM, and
Philadelphia,
ay-ill have NO OTHER -MAKE.
SOLAR TIP Ml OKS A TRIAL,
^old by nil reputable denier*. ^

“Sir pnarttiaus

SI

reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 1(14
Brackett street Portland, Me.
1anl4dtf

fSHOES

P

DREN. N,
IjgJ// trade-mark

Cabinets and Panels.
short time. Cabinets and Panels will be
FT®,a
83.(10 and 84.00 per doaen at DAVIS’ Gal180V,

(ery,
ap4

Middle,

*

near corner

of

Exchange St.

dlw*

■■if_

wmmmmmmmmmmmamtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

F.our,

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL

stale 3

7,
_

Success is certain if you use the Congrei
Yeast Powder in making cakes, etc. It is
perfectly pure Cream Tartar baking powder.

Fl^iciALANO

la
a

_

GGfyHSERCSAi

8>a»ly Wbolenaic
PORTLAND, April B
following are to-day’s closing quotations < f
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Puritnu

The

e^Sour

uraib

Superfine

and
High Mxd Corn
grades. .3 00®3 25
X Soring and
No2 do, car lots.
XX Spring .4 76®6 00 Corn, bag lots,
Patent Spring
Oats, car lot?.
Wheats.5 75®G 25 Oats, bag lots—

67@6 3

low

66@6
60^.0
41.®4
42@4
68@6

J
,
3

>
Meal
Michigan Winter straight^ (0®1 76 Cottonseed,car lots 28 O >
Do roller—6 C0®6 26
ottonSeed.bag iotsSO O >
St. Louis WinSackadBran car lot.
ter etraight. 5 00@5 26
20 60621 0
Do roller. ..5 25(q,'6 50: do b*giots21 00@22 O' ;
Winter Wheat
i Midyear lots. $21(623 m
atents.6 76&G 251 do bap lots 22@$24 iX
_

I
Provi«ionn.
Produce.
Cranberries—
PorkCape Cod J 6 00@ 17 001 Backs... 10 OOitlG 6(
Maine.. 12 00@13 001 Clear.... 3 5 00Cal6 51
1 76@1 86\ Megs.33 60@14 o<
Pea Beana
Mealuma.... 1 05® 1 75 Mess Beet.. 11 60® 13 01
Ex Mess..ll 60@12 0(
German medl 40® J 50
Yellow Eyes 1 90®2 00 j Plate.12 50® 13 0<
Ex Plate.14 00,614 6(
Onions tfbbl. 4 60@6 00
Irish Potatoes 60®G0c Hams
10%®] 1<
1
Eggs ■& do*... 16®17o Hams, covered 3 3

Turkeys
19® 20; Lard—
Geese,
15@17i Tub, $ lb
Chickens,
I8@20l Tierces..
Fowi.14@10o rai:.
Bauer.

7%© 7%

7%® 7%

7V8&S3/4

Seeds.

Choice.20®22c Clover.
9® 10Vi
Good....
RaiitmN.
—35@16c!
Store..}Q£gl !>e Muscatel.2 75 3 21
i'tLondon L.ay’r 2 75® li
Vermont
10®J 3
10%^13Va lOudora.
N Y Fact v
10% ® 13% 'Valencia.6%@10Vl
Braujeeh,
Granulated ^ tb
C 50®7 0(
0% iValencia
...

.ova

...

mrgu

cp

v -v

ci! o\

Fish.
—4 60<p,6 €<
Florida.
Moss ins..3 00@3 6<
Cad. yer Qti.,
LVe Shore.. .3 25;a3 60 Palermo. 3 0« i$ii3 2{
Leiuiaut,
LyeBankne\v2 60^3 00 ;
t»ft
auu%n..»*. ...2 2b a2 75
3 50:q4 ('(
.3 0053 61
English Cod, 4 50(325 00 Palermo
00I
Pollock.176S3
4ppU-K
1 7 6 a 2 2 5|Green, $> bbl 2 26a/; 7f
Haddock...
3 7552 26 j Evaporated p »tj
Hae...
8@1]
Herring.
i Dried Apples.. .4
1 pal8 8».od
Seal
^box
4%.gf
No. 1.
Oil.
12816;
Kerosene.....
Mackerel, $bbi.
£
Bay No. 1.18 00£20 00 Port. Ref.P’tr
$6%
“Bay vo. 2.10 00©) 1 60 Water White
9%
hore N- 1.18 00<a21 00 Devoe Brill’t.
£12%
No. 2
10 00^11 60 Pratt’ Astral.
£12Vs
Larer 3.... 8 00£ 9 60 Llgonia.
9%
Medium
3 00£ 4 00 Silver White Oil
9
2 50 g3 50 Centenial.
8mall
9%

Vic better;

export demand moderate; speculation

63,200

37V4@37Vic]No

Portland;

a

....

...

Foreign liupon*.
ARROYO,PR. Brig Atlanta—609 hhds sugar t(
Geo S Hunt & Co.
BARBA DOES. Schr A T Mundy—220 puns 4(
Si Co,

Receipt,.
PORTLAND, April. 6.
Received by Ma.ne Central Railroad, for Portland
34 ears roitseellftneou* merchandise; for connecting
roads, 97 car* miscellaneous merchandise
fRailroad

Portland

are

quotations

on

from do, ar 26th.
Ar at Callao 1st

Honolulu.

inst, barque J D Peters, Lane,

Cld at Malaga Mch 3, barque Abbie Carver, Pendleton, Iloilo, to load for New York or Boston.
Ar at Catania Meh 30th, brig Hattie B Hussey,
Hodgdon, Philadelphia.
Ar at Liverpool 2d, Bhip Edw O’Brion, O’Brlon,

more, for North of Hatteraa; Bobs Maggie Dalling,
Dalling, and John H Converse, Leighton, for do.
SPOKEN.
Jan 26, lat 16 S, Ion 33 W, barque Alice lleed,
Stahl, from New York for Talcahnano.
Feb 11, lat 9 N, Ion 30 W, barque St James,

BROWN’S

5t»e eacl
LambSkins
Light and Deacon Skins...26 to 35c eacl
tic*. ^ It
Rendered 'fallow ...*•••...
...

Stock Market.

following quotations of stocks

The

are

receive*

daily by telegraph ;
BOSTON STOCKS.

91%
38%

Mrbris0cfadA.y,::::ll;^ | Hlghtt.de, t
M-tVRIjSTE

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
J B Coyle, Jr.
Steamer Cleopatra, Colby, Boston for Eastnort
and St John, NB.
Brig Atlanta, (Br) Aldrich, Arroyo, PR—sugar to
Geo s Hunt & Co. Vessel to Chase, Leayitt & Co.
Sch A T, (Br) Mundy, Barbadoes—molasses to

..

& d iton
Uhio&go, Burr &
Erie.

Twitched, Champlln & Co.
Soh Horace R Sturgis, Spear, Baltimore—coal

closing quotation© Stock*:
.,134

....

Randall & McAllister.
Sch Annie Frye, Foss,
O’Brion.

pref.....160

Quincy

..

21%
12%

.3

Erie pref.
Illinois Oontral

..125%
69%

..

-.

Northwestern.

59

325/g
96%

Sch

Northwestern pref...131%
New York Central.89%
Rook Island..
.113%
81. Paiu.
69%

St. Paul pref.
Union Pacific Stock....
Waster a Union Tel.
...

..

..

91
20

SAILED 6th—Schs Isaac Carlton, W S Jordan.
Also sailed, schs Lncy Dyer, Melissa
Iiobbins,
Christina Ellsworth, Emma, and Chas II Haskell
south, for mackerel.

WISOASSET, April 6—Ar,

..

sch

Lawrence Haines,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Manzanllla 16th, sch Warner Moore, CrockNew
ett,
York; 28th, Belle, MeLaughlin, New York
Arat Cionfuegos 28th, barque Grenada, Hons
New York; Nellie E Rumball, Rumball, New York
Ar at Cardenas 30lh, Mary O Neil.
Sid fm 29th. soh Joshua R Smith, for Delaware
Breakwater; G B MeFarland, for New York; 31st,
Lizzie Wilson, and Hattie Dunn, do; Thos W Hvde
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas 28th, barque Ocoan Pearl Henley, Philadelphia; brig J P Merry, Bradley, Aspinwall; sch Falmouth, Clark, Sagua; 29th. B R
FROM

—

Woodside, Reed. Key West.
Sid 23d, sch Joshua S Bragdon, Savannah; Jas T
Morse, New York; Stella M Kenyon, for Delaware

63%
Oregon Nav.........
Pittsburg & Ft Wayne.126
—

Pittsburg.140

Breakwater.
Sid fm Falmouth pres to 4th

Mail.
Pacific
b07/e
Pullman Car. 113
47
Richmond & Danville...
16
Reading...
5
St Paul & Omaha.
do preferred.
85%
Union Pacific 6s.113
do L. G. 7s.
104%
do sink mi<l 8s.118

inst, ship

P

G Blan-

chard, McIntyre, Antwerp.
Passed Isle of Wight 3d inBt, ship John Bryce,
Murphy, Hamburg for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Swansea 3d inst, ship Henrv Villard, Perkins, San Francisco.
Ar at

Clenfuegos

I.each, Boston.

prev Sd

tttockti.

17.Ot

3.64
Quicksilver.
do pret...23.0C

1C
Standard....
Horn Silver. 2.2t
Plymouth....16.7 5
*

California

mining;

nEmOBANDA.
Ship Astoria, before reported in trouble in Paget
Sound, wae towed out of a dangerous position by
tug Holyoke and has been libeled for 310,000

flecks.

salvage.
Brig Josephine Bernard, Hassell,

(By Telegraph.)
F^'«o.oa>. April 6.-The following are th<
closing o.hcial quotations of mining stock? to-day:
Best * Belcher.
1^
Bodie.
1%
Chollar
2%

from Mayaguez
for Boston, has put into St Tbomas dismasted.
Sch Jos P Ames, Hewitt, from Rockland, anchored off Biddcford Pool Saturday night. Bwung on the
rocks and fell over and filled with water. She
has dischaved and will m the dock at. Portland fn*

£an

repairs.

Savage.-..3%
Eurek
►»ale oi

■

Nor crocs

.........

..

Navajo.
Yellow -inchet.

4%
7 lA
lVt
...j;l%

IlmtOB market.
Boston, April 6 -The following wore to-day*
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &o:

Pork—Long cuts, 14 50@15 00: short out? 14 5( 1
@16 < 0 backs $16 25@16 50; light backs 14 i6(a
$14 76; lean ends 14 60@$16 00 prime moss 14 2c
@$i4 75;extr& prime 12O0@l2 50; mess, 14 003
14 50: pork tongues $16 00@16 50.
Lard ai 7Vfe'&'8c ^ lb for tierces; systtSHofo:
10-lb pail*: 88/s3;8V4 0 Cor 5-ft pails; 8%@9<
for £ ib pails.
Fresh Beef—Fair steers '7V2@8y*C‘i>tb;jlteht steer 1
at 6y2@7yac; choioe 8y»&83/4c; choice heavy hind \
at ll.a/lkc, good do at 10V2@1 lo; light at 8@lrc
quality at 4%;c
good heavy fores at 6 a9Vac;second
63Ac; rattlti? at 4y2@f>V4c; ribs at 73.8c, rumps a i
13@14c; rounds 6 Mg @73/i c; rump loin? at 11

if

;

Potatoes—Northern Rose at 58@60c; E astern d<
60262c; Houlton at 63@^6c $> bush at the loads

i>8@CUC._

ofairago LiTrUUM"- ill
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, April 0.—Cattle— Receipt 4300 oea- ;
10c higher; steers at 4 60^
head;
2GtO
•aipmeuts
6 90: cows and mixed —; Stockers and feeders a t

40@4 70: Texans at 3 90^o
Pogs—Receipts 8.600 heart;shipments 3500 head
6@10c highei. rough and mixed 4420^4 40; pack J
ing and shipping 4 4t)@4 66; light 263.4 6d; skip
at 3 0024 20.
Sbeep^-reeeipte 4600 head {shipments 1600 head ;
steady; fair to good at 3 76@4 40; inferior quotabl *
at 2

Joyce,

for southern shore.
Ar at Bootbbay 2d, schs Oasis, Wills, and Phebe
& Emma, Small, North Haven for southern shore.
Sid 3d, sch Mollie Porter, Nickerson, for Western

Banks.

_

POKFK
FRANCISCO—Ar Mch 27, ship Undaunted,
Hamilton, Nanaimo.
SM 4th inst, ships Paramita, and Robt L Belknap,
for Liverpool.
ASTORIA, O—Passed out 27th, ship J B Brown,
for United Kingdom.
APALACHICOLA—Cld 4th, sch David W Hunt,
Hail, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 4th inst, sch Lizzie Chadwick,
BOU£»FIt

SAN

Galveston.

CHARLESTON—Cld 4th, sch F L Richardson,
Bolano, Weymouth.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 4th, sch J P Wyman,

@2dc; Western dairy, fresh made, at 16@20c; ladl<
packed at 16@17cj do fair to good 12@16c; imtta
ion creamery, choice, atl8@J9c. Jobbing price ,
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 11(2)1 iy2c, fane’
12c; lower grades according to quality; West 10 Vi
@llc.
Eggs—All strictly.fresh stock 16@16%o. Weston
at 14ya(S4loc: South 14@l5c,

00.

3

FISHEBIttEHr.
Sid fm Newport 6th, (not before,; sch Soltaire,'

Chadwick,

Hay—Choice prime hay quoted $17 00@18$> ton ;
fair to good $16@$17 00; choice Eastern tine 15 0<
@$17 00; poor do at $13@$l4; Eastern swale 10(g
$11. Rye straw, choice, $17 60@$18 00: oat strav
$9@$11 & ton.
gutter We quote Northern creamery at 20@22o
at 16218c
New York and Vermont fall dairy
fair to good 00@00c; new dairy at 23@25c; /extri
Western fresh-made creamery at 26@28c; choici
242'6c; common 18@23c; June creameries at 1(

Prolific?

Sch Gamma, with laths for New York, fell over
at Machias 6th inst, badly straining top and will
The schr Lucy Hammond will take the
cargo.
The wrecking steamer V J Reed arrived at Norfolk 4th inst from the stranded schr A F CrockPtt
and reports that she will be off in a few days,
Sch J Kennedy, from St John, NB, for New York
lost both anchors and chains 4th inst,
West
Quoddy Bay. She was supplied with ne> 0neB on
the 6th.

discharge.

....

16cc lo’ns at 10@17c.
oeaua—cnoice largo hand picked pea at 1 46:c
1 60
bush; choice New York small tiand-pickoi
do ati 5021 06; small hand-picked pea. Vermont
at 1 60 a 1 70; common to good at $1 40 a. l 46
enoic-j screened do 1 40; hand-picked med at 1 4(
@1 4.., and choioescreened do at 1 30@1 36. com
mon no 1 10@1 20; choice improved yellow-eyes a
1 95;a2 « 0;
old-fashioned yeiiow-eyes 1 90@1 96
red kidneys 1 90@195.
Apples—We quote good Greenings at 2 00@2 50
Sweet Apples at 2 00@2 26; common do at $1 60
bbl. Evaporated Apples a
Baldwins
;@3 t’O
6 ti>8c ^ ft.

and, at
cleanly toilet
article. Its action upon tlie scalp is healthful. It nourishes the glands which
support
the hair, aud causes thin, dry hair to become thick, soft, and vigorous. It restores

Absolutely Pure.
This Powder never varies. A marvel of
stength and wholesome ness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competialtion with the multitude of low test, short
Hold, only in cant.
um or phosphate powders.
no..
io« Wall St., N. Y
Royal Baking Powder

purity

HA !

HA!!

HA!!!

mar7dlyr

Never varies, does not contain
one particle of the adulterations used to reduce the cost of

PURE GOODS
But DOES possess the TULL
VALUE of every Legitimate

Washing Quality, which gives
it every advantage over Soaps
of doubtful character; practically recommended by other
manufacturers in imitating it.
None should be deceived, however, as the word WELCOME
and the Clasped Hands are

stamped

every bar.

on

mar21

eodtim

^COLLEGE SairGST

The fools hant all dead, but some off them
ar struglin tor life and think that other folks
are fools, but we tell you that peple hay cum
to thar senses and wont bite at a fue brass
marbles or a few puter watches, but want
what tha by and pay for what tha git and
dont want tu bee slobered all over with soft
soap. We wil sa that we hay got one hundred dollars tu giv away to any person in
Portland that kan sho a finer stok of klothing than we kan. and we have gut another
hundred dollars tu giv awa if any body kan
sel you cheaper than we kan, we dont charge
you thre dollars more than the reglar pris
for a suit of kloze for the sak of givn you
somethin that is not worth tu cents.
We have the best line of Clothing and
Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods in the city of
Portland, and will make you prices lower
than any party that has to resort to give
away trash to sell their goods, and dont you
forget it.

of the American Colleges.

J.

6t@3 60.__

Doaaeasic IUarkeis.
(By Telegraph.).
'-«w York. April 6.-Flour marketr—receipt
31,436 bblsjexports 6066 bbls; common grades cob
tinQe scarce and firm, while higher grades rule dul 1
and easy; sales 14,960 bbls.

Buckingham’s Dye
EOR THE

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
STT&w2w

mar21

WHISKERS

Torrey,

Port au Prince.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 6th inst. sch C H Haskell, Silsby, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4tb, sch Dora Matthews,
Brown, Cardenas; Georgia Clark, Bartlett, Savannah; Sarah A Reed, Clark, Fernandina.
Cld 4th, schs Wm C Rose, Rathbnrn, for Bangor;
Everett Webster, Baker, Portland; AnnieT Bailej,
Marson, Groton.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 3d, sch Helen A Chase, Adams, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, schs Anna W Barker,

beautiful brown or black,
as desired.
The colors produced are
natural and lasting. It cannot be washed
off, contains no destructive ingredients,
is cheap, safe, convenient to use, and

whiskers,

gess. Brunswick.
Ar 6tb, barque Fannie Skoltield, Turner, Chittagong Nov 9; brig Ataiaya, Eye, Cienfuegos; schs
Emily J Watts,Watts, Sagua; James Young. Linnekin, Port Spain.
Cld 4th, barque Havana,
Havana; sch S J

Rice,

Smith, Homer, Providence.
Sid 4th, barque Bonny Boon, for Matanzas; 6chs
Lizzie S Haynes, for Mocoris; Nellie V Rokes, for
Wilmington, NC.
Passed the Gate 4th. sch Clara Rogers, Watts,
from Hoboken for Boston.
NEW LONDON-Sid 4th, sch sch Millie Trim.

for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sch
Henry Sutton, Manson. Baltimore, (has been ashore.)
Sid 4th, schs Lady Ellen,Gould, and J H Crowley,
Cotton, New York; Senator Grimes, Martin, do.
Ar oth, sch Melissa A Wiley, Willey, Savannah,
Emerson Rokes
Marston, Matanzas for Boston, (lost foresail); C B
Paine, Blatthfoid, Hoboken for Boston, (lost an-

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar3d,sch

chor.)

a

effectual.
PREPARED BY

S. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H., P. S. A.
Sold by all dealers in medicines.
—-—---—

HUDSON RIVER R R.

Conductor Melins |8ay« Something of Interest

to

all Travellers.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Feb. 22, 1884.
Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout. N. Y.
Dear Sir: I have used your medicine, called DR.
KENNEDY'S FAVORITE REMEDY, for Indigestion and Dizziness, to which I was subject at times,
and know from experience that is worthy of all that

be said of it for disorders of that kfnd.
Respectfully, W. S. MELIUS.
69 Harrison Street.
That DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE
REMEDY is extensively used along the line of the
Hudson River Railroad, is shown by the following
from Tarrytown. The writer is none other than
Mr. DeRevere, the Station Agent of the Hudson
River Railroad Company at Tarrytown, a man well
known in that community.
Tarrytown, N. Y Feb. 22d, 1884.
Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout. N. Y,
Dear Sir:—For a long time I was troubled with
severe attacks of Dizziness and Blind Sick Headaches. I thought it was due to impure blood and a
I was advised to
disordered state of the system.
try FAVORITE REMEDY. 1 did so, aud have been
best
cured,
it’s
the
thing I ever heard
completely
of for any disorder of that nature, and I’ve recommended it to many with like success.
A. DeREVERE.
DR. KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY is not
confined in its sphere of usefulness to one state or
locality, but is bailed as a boon by hundreds in every state, as t he following letter from Millville, N.

THIS

Tbkasuby
Wa

Department,

of the Cubbency,
cjiTvm’ftv1' Mo roVi 9A 1

j

J., willshow:

Millville, N. J.
Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, H. Y.
•
Dear Sir:—1 had been a sufferer from Dyspepsia
from the time 1 was sixteen years old. I had consulted various physicians, but could find no relief;
therefore liad almost given up in despair of ever recovering mv health, when DR. KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY was recommended, which I
tried and have been cured. It’s the best medicine
I ever knew of, and worthy of the greatest confiMRS. S. C. DOUGHERTY.
dence.

MALARIA.
As

an

anti-malarial medicine

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY
baa won golden opinions. No traveler should consider his outfit complete unless It Includes a bottle of
this medicine. If you aro exposed to frequent
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills

and malarial fever in the world. It is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints, Constipation and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the blood. To women
who suffer from any of the Ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy Is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend—a real blessing. Address the proprietor, Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. SI bottle, C for
#5, by all druggists.
mal4

innrni

FOR SALE.
A

BLOCK of very desirable lots on Spring St.,
easterly of Storer St., known as H. P.

Storer’n Garden. Also the lot known as the
Paris £.ot, in front of the Old Ladles’ Home, cor.

Danforth and Emery streets, by N. S. GARDNER,
Real Estate Agent, No. 40 Exchange St. ap2dtf

presented
by satisfactory
to the undersigned, it has been made to ap
WHEREAS,
that “The Merdh&nts National Bank of Portevidence

pear

land,” in the City of Portland, in the County of
Cumberland, and State of Maine, has complied^with
all the provisions of the “Act of Congress to enable
National Banking Associations to extend their corporate existence and for other purposes,” approved
July 12, 1882.
Now, therefore, I, Henry W. Cannon, Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify that” “The
Merchants National Bank of Portlana,” in the City
of Portland, in the County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, is authorized to have succession for
the period specified iu its amended articles of association, namely, until close of business, March, 28,
1905.
In testimony whereof witness my hand and seal of
office this 24th day of March, 1886.
—
II. W. CANNON,
j
Comptroller of the Currency.

J1 seal}

mar27dlm

Department, )
Office of Comptroller of the Currency, J
Washington, March 12th, 1886. )
Treasury

by satisfactory evidence presented
undersigned, it has been made to ap-

WHEREAS,

to the
pear that “The Canal National Bank of Portland,”
in the City of Portland, in the County of Cumberland, State of Maine, has complied with all the provisions of the “Act of Congress to enable National
Banking Associations to extend their corporate existence and for other purposes,” approved July

12th, 1882,
Now, therefore, I, Henry W. Cannon, Comptroller
Currency, do hereby certify that “The Canal
National Bank of Portland” in the city of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
is authorized to have succession for the period
specified in its amended articles of association,
namely, until close of business on March 15,1905.
In testimony whereof witness my hand and seal of
office this 12th day of March, 1885.
H. W. CANNON,
Comptroller of the Currency.
L
S
No.
941
}*
|
mar!7dlm
of the

—*_
$fOOO REWARD.

The P. J. Sorg Plug Tobacco Company
advertise to present the consumer who
sends in the greatest amount of Spear
Head Tin Tags in one lot by July 1,
1885, one thousand dollars cash, every
tag to have the firm name on.
d2m

feb24

~DIRIGO

MINERAL WATER.
digestion;

Iced water ruins
Dirigo Water improves
It; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring.
Our improved cans will keep the water cool from
36 to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water per gallon
10 cents.

RIIMULETT BROS.,

jn^rieton.

4

*

■

S*”*1'

TICKET OFFICE*

Exchange Street, and

74

Depot

Foot of India Street.

AT~REDCCED

TICKETS SOLD

RATES

—TO—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. fi.ouis, Omaha, Magi-

Canada.

naw, Mt.

Paul,Malt

Cake

City,

Denver, Man Francisco

points

in the

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Managtr
war. KOGAK, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Seoerintendeut,

Arrangement

in

Effect Nept. Otb

Connection* Tla Grand Trank Kailleave Portland tor Bnckfleld and
^-“Canton at 7.35 a. m„ 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 a m.
and 9.46 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. train
for Turner,Chase Mill*, We*t Snmner, Britton’*
Mill*, Pern, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Knmford Falla
lanilldtr
.1,. I,. l.rNOOI.N Rent.

PERRY’S
Town

Up

SHOE STORE,
233 York
Is

now

Street,
open and ready for

oyer
dtf

Portland & Ogdensfenrg ft. ft.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday. Oct. 13, 1884.
Loaves P.rtlaad M.!I5 a. m., for all statloiu on
throngh line as far as Burlington and Swsnton,
connecting at Wing Road for Littleton,Wells River, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpsic R. K.
Leaves Portland 3.00 p. m., fcr all stations as
far as Bartlett.

10.50

a. m. from Rartletl and Intermediate
ons.
p. m. from flurlingi.n and Nwanton,
stations on
line.

sta-

5.50
all

and

throngh

CHAS. H. FOTK, A O. T.
0013U

11,1884.

BOSTON

R. H.

&JAINE

PASSENGER SERVICE.
In Effect Monday, December IS, 1884

Western Division.

m.

S.45 A. in.—Way Train® for Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, Dover, Great Falls, Rock,
eater, Alton Bay, Exeter, Lawrence.
Manchester and Concord, (via. Lawrence,)
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boa to nr'

STREET.

MIDDLE

UNITED STATES HOTEL. THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1

R.W.WILSON’S
success in the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated, cases
within the last four years is the best evidence

Unparalleled

Of his Skill that needs only a Trial.
Ladies*
Periodical Regulating Magnet is
Working Wonder* W bout medicine.
Ladies’ suffer no longer, call and investigate, no questions asked but your
every ailment, ache or pain is faithfully
described.

His

{[^•Consultation and Examination Free
a. m.

to 8 p.

from 9
feblldtf

m.

BEST IN THE WORLD.”

Manhood,

and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
or excesses.
A book for every man, yonng, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which is invaluable. So found by the Author, whose experience for 23 years is such as
never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bonnd
in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full
gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every sensemechanical, literary and professional—than any
other work sold in this Country for $2.50, or the
money will be refunded in every instance.
Prioe

only $1.00 by mail, post-paid. Illustrative sample
0 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the National Medical Association, to the
President of which, the Hon. P. A. lUssell, and associate officers of the Board, the reader is respect-

fully

referred.
'.Die Science of Life should be read by the young
and by the afflicted for relief.
It
will benefit all.—London Lancet,
There is no member ot society to whom The Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman.—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass.,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all UD A T other
physicians a specialty. Such treaXl JjiXXl ted
successfully without any in-miT'VCCi T ^
stance of failure. Mention this X XIX © Ju XiP
*
paper.
ian31eod&wly

fobstruction,

early, as

we

are

always engaged

493
Wn25

Congress St

measure.

dtf

“PERFECTION”

THE

Egg Beater and Creamer
will beat eggs or cream, in three minutes, so that
they can be cut with a knife. It is complete and
simple, requiring no extra dish, and is easily manipulated. To illustrate its merits, a free exhibition
of egg beating and cream whipping will be given

Thursday and Saturday, April

Mrs. S. A. Ulmer, G6‘2 Congress St.,
where it will he for sale.

TENNEY&DIJNHAN
MANTTFACTTJKKR9,

Portland,

Me.

...

dlw*

ap6

Apples,Applet, Apples
CHAS. DONALD & CO.,
Queen

Street

d2m

mch!7

|

IFYOUCONTEMPLATE

Above cut represents our improved method o
Merputting up EMBROIDERf 8IL.K.
chants will find thiB a great improvement over the
mor«
much
it
being
old fashioned skein embroidery,
convenient to handle. These Quills contain about
three yards each, or a trifle more than the ordinary
skein. 8gr*Send 45 cents for sample box of fifty

Life

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

address for six cents in stamps.
TUE BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG CO.,
35 Kingston Street, Boston.
marl2ood3m

Pm

AIMTC'^™:

of the best Zine and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Lin*
seed Oil to the consistency to use under
the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be produced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good serviee.
If not'for sale in your town send to our wholesale
KI. II. HAY & SON,
agents,
Po rllan<l,lWe.
raar24eod3m
are

18 BEAVER

MAKES THE

Cleanest, Purest, Sweetest and Healthist Bed in the World.
Good for Catarrhal and Lung Affections, Haj
Fever and Asthma, Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

priceTsio.oo.
J.

H.

GAUBERT,

Proprietor and Manufacturer.
203 Middle St.,
Portland, Me,
mar27

dtf

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
existing betweei
name and style ol
G. H. IRISH & CO., is hereby dissolved by mutua
consent. The payment of tne debts of the firm anc
the collection of accounts due said firm will b<
made by J. W. Smith who is authorized to sign th<
firm name in liquidation.
G.H. IRISH,
J. W. SMITH.
The undersigned will continue business at the ol(
•tand No. 22 North street, where he will be please*
to see all the old customers.
J. W. SMITH.

marl4

ap2dlw*

STREET,

■

$104,000,000.

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
7

aprl

dtf

ATEl BOHDQ
and
X
,7X\
IecuritiesImqrtgagevj
NEGOTIATED BY TUB

FIRST NATIONAL

Iowa
BANK,Corning,
Darrow.)

(Successor to Geo. W. Frank At
Choice First Mortgage* in the beet Farming
Districts m Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
Inter** paid at uour own home in N. Y. Exchange

Diphtheria
READ

THE

TXSly

Also GOLDEN

a

bottle at

once.

SALVE for PILES.

BATCHELDER,

Turner 8t., Portland, Proprietor and Manufact’r
For Sale In Portland by
T. J. STEVENS, Cor. North and Congress Sts,
H. H. HAY, Jnnotion Free and Middle Sts,
an!
d3in

LIQUORS

•( all kind*, in the

OKIOIVAI. FACKAGEM,
-VO* SALS BT

FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL.

secure

M—Way Train for Kennebnnk,
Kennebunkport, and all intermediate sta-

TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON FOR POBTc
LAND

9.00

in., 14.30 and 3.30 p. ns.
Morning
trains leave Kennebnnk for Portland
7.45 a. m. and Dover for Portland 8.00
a.

SUNDAY TRAINS
Leave Portland for Boston and Way 8ta>
tiona at 1.00 p. na. Leave Boston for
Portland at 6.00 p. na. Leave Portland
for Dover and Way Stationa 1.00 and
3.00 p. m.

Eastern Division.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 4.00 A. M.* Daily, (Night Pnllman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, a wiving at 6.30 a. m.
AT 8fl5 A. M-: For Cape Elizabeth, NcarbOro. Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebnnk,

Wells,

North and Sonth

Berwick,

Con-

Junction^ (connecting for all station*
Conway Division), Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloncester, Rockport, Lvnn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. M : For Saco, Biddeford. Kennebnnk, Conway Junction, Kittery,
Portsmouth,
Newburyport,
Salem,
Lynn and Boston, arriying at 5.00 p. m.
AT 6.00 P. M.i (Express) for
Boston
and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at
9.30 p. m.
SUNDAYS AT 4.00 P. M.t Express for
oston and principal Way Stations, arriving In
Boston at 5.30 p. m.
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON FOR PORTway

ou

LAND
AT

7.30,9.00

in., 14.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
and 7.00 p. m. Sundays.

a.

week days,
PARLOR AND PULLMAN SLEEPING
CAR SERVICE

WESTERN DIV.: Parlor
train Portland to

Portland.

Boston;

car

9.00

a.

on

m.,

1.00 p.
Boston

m.

to

EASTERN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pullman
Bleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
m. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00. 6.00 p.
in.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days. 7.00 p. m. daily.
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. ru. dally.
South and West, at
Through tickets to all
Portland depot ticket offices, and at Union Ticket Ofllee, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
;|JAS. T. FURBJEK, Gen’l Manager.

R. STANLEY fit

SON, Importers

NO. 410 FORE STREET,

Portland, Me.
Alto, General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CEE EH RATER

Summit

Mineral

Spring

W*b

FROjn IIAKHINON, MABNfr-

CONSUMPTION.

I have a positive remedy for the above disease, by its use
thousands of cuac* of the worst kind and of long standing
have been cured. Indeed, so strong Is my faith In Itsefflcacy
that I will send TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a V ALIT ABLE TREATISE ou this disease, to an y sufferer. Give exFearlSt N. Y
press * F.O. address. Dft. T. A. SLOCUM.Hi

nov20

Ou and after MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains leave
Portland as follows:
For
Bangor, Ellsworth. Bar Harbor,
Yanrrboro, Mt. John, Halifax, and the
Provinces, Nt. Andrews, Mt. Stephen,
Aroostook County, 1.25 p. m., via Lewiston, and 1.30 and $11.15 p. m., via Augusta;
for Bangor Ac Piscataquis K. R.f$11.15 p.
m., for Nkowbegan, Belfast and Dexter,
l. 26,1.30, $11.15 p. m.: Waterville, 7.00 a.
m.
1.25, 1.30. $11.15 p. rn.; for. Augusta,
Ilallowell. Oardincr and Brunswick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, *5.15, $11.16 p. m.; Bath,7.00
•; a. m., 1.30, 6.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.; Rockland, and Knox A: Lin-

coln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m.; Auburn
and Lewiston at 8.15 a. ni., 1.26, 6.06, p. m.:
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m., $11.16
d. m.; Farmington, Phillips,
ITIonmonth,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Anson,
1.25 p. m.; Farmington via Brunswick,

7.00

a. m.

*Tbe 5.15 p. m. train for Augusta will run through
to Waterville on Saturday only, returning on

Monday morning.
$Tho 11.16 p. m. train is

the night express with
ear attached and runs
every night Sundays included bat not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The
morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor, and

sleeping

all intermediate stations and
connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.: the afternoon trains from

IMPORTED

WINES &

and Sore Throat

Every family should

M. W.

&T CORRESPONDENCE .40Ll£lTED.
OBULB.C.NoR'roN.Cnsh’r. L»w E.DARjaow.Pros’t
Son & Co., Bankers, N. Y.Cltv,
J G’lman,
*wtr
11
Mrruuantb’

LINIMENT

Portland. Jan. (5,1885.
Mr. Batcheldkk Dear Sir: I nave used your
Scotch Liniment for ten years, and for sore throat
its equal cannot be found, and I flrmiy believe it
has kept Diphtheria out of my family, and will oure
the worst cstses if taken in season.
Mrs. John Soule, 71 Wilmot St.

40

In loaning for Private Investors and Trust Funds.
NOT HOW MUCH, BUT HOW WELL,"
io our Motto In Loaning. Send for circular
giving full particulars as to loans, references, etc.
Interest from Date of Receipt of Money.

dly

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

8 p. m.
AT 5.30 P.

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

NEW YORK.

NAacmu Bark, Chicago,

NEW YORK.

SCOTCH

heretofore
THEtheCo-partnership
undersigned under the

Portland, April 1,1885.

OF

SVTWELVE YEARS9 EXPERIENCE

PINE HYGIENIC MATTRESS!

deford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,
Dover, Great Falla, Rocheater, Alton
Bay, Moncheater and Concord, (via. New
Market
Junction.) Exeter,
Lawrenco,
Lowell und Boston, arriving at Boston,

points

Preminms may be paid monthly if desired.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Coppor &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other preparatiou for these purposes. A
public trial of over 30 rears duration in
everv section of ear country of Vdolpho
Wolfed Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical faculty and a
sale uuequaiod by any other distillation
have insured for it the reputation of salubrity claimed for it. For sale by all
Druggists and Grocers.

Bay, Exeter, Lawrence. Lowell and
Boston, arriving at Boston 5.00 p. in.
3.30 P. M.—Way Train for Saco, Bid-

Mutual Life Insurance Co., MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
ASSETS,

F. O. PIERCE & CO«’S

AIN
IO ssss
composed

Insurance,

be sure to look into System and Advantages of the Endowments and live
year distribution plan of the old

Quills.
Waste Embr’y, pr oz. 40c. Waste Silk 25c
for
CO-saga book, containing rules and designs
to any
knitting silk goods of every description, sent

AT

9 and 11,

at 4 p. m., at the saloon of

ports.

DRUM

Unco, Rid-

tion®.

Will be glad to receive consignments of
Apples for sale in England.
Cash advances made if required.
Write for Catalogues and market re-

Silk

I

for

deford, Kennebnnk, Kennebunkport,
Dover, Great Falla, Rocheater, Alton

LONDON E. C., ENGLAND,

Every spool warranted full

1.0(»l>I™jl.—Express Train

AX

79

by him

Office of Comptbolleb

treal.

AT

RICHARDSON of Portland, in the county
of Cumberland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed on the thirtieth day of March, A. D. 1886, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the transfer and delivery of any property

mar31&apr7

13.36 p.m.
Pullman False. Sleeping Cor* on night train uw
Parlor Cart on day train between Portland and Mon-

rjr^ffi'Slway

18 4

HALL D.

are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will he held at a Court of Insolvency,
to be holden at Probate Court room, in said Portland, on the twentieth day of April, A. D.
1885, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

ARRIVAL*
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.86 A A,
3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
From UorhatB, 9.46 Am. and8.30p.m.mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
6.15 A. M.—Way Trains for Gtl Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport, Great Falla, Dover,
Exeter, Manchester and Concoid, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowell
and Boston, arriving at Boston 10.45 a.

probably

can

Snowman, Aracaju; Georgietta, Alley, Hancock;

Mary F Pike, Mitchell, Lubec; A H Cross, Harding,
Portland; Helen, Bunker, Rockland; Telegraph,
Gilchrist, and Eliza Levensaler, Kellar, Thomaeton;
Diadem, Thorndike, do; Ned P Walker, Brown, fin
Vinalbaven; Laura H Jones, Stevens, and Millie
Trim, Borbonr, Providence; Annie Lee, Qple# and
Abbie Wasson, Lord, do.
Ar 6th, barque Isaae Jackson, Welsh, Pisagua
111 days; schs Lucia Porter, Grindle, Para 17 ds;
Mary E Douglass, Perkins, Miragoano 9 days: Anuie P Chase, Poole, Mobile;
Ffora Condon, Bur-

to

DEPARTURE*!
For Auburn uad Lewiston, 7.16 A si., L u
.ml 6.20 p. in.
For f.orhnm, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For Oarbarn, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

Oct.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,

notice that on the thirtieth
day of March, A. D. 1885, a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

lk*4.

AT

A Great Meoica! Work On

give

TIME,

Ou and after MONDAY, Nept. Ntb,
Train, will ran a. follow, t

1**4.

CHARLES CUSTiS k CO,

to

of Canada.

v----

OlTe you orders
some time ahead.

is

OF

CHANGE

Rumforil Falls and Bnckfleld Railroad.

i

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
March 30th, A. D. 1885.
State of Maine.
In case of HALL D, K1CHAKDS0N, Insolvent
Debtor.

Railway

Grand Trunk

Summer

BY MAUL POSTPAID.

Insolvency.

m-

p.

The 14.55 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Juncl. with Hoosac Tunnel House for
the West, and at (Juion Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine and all rail, via
Mpriugllcld, also with N. Y. 4k N. E. K. K-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Month ana
with Boston 4 Albany H. K. for the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Jnnc
tion with through tram of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk ransfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand i ruHk R. R.
Through Tickets to all' points West and South
may be uad of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETEB8.
y26tf

ep8

i

GENTLEMEN, ask your dealer for theso shoes
and you will get a pair equal to any $5 or $6 shoes
in the market.
In Button, Congress and Lace,
broad and narrow toe, best of material, perfectly
The 92.50
finished, every pair guaranteed.
SHOES for BOYS are same styles and material,
warranted the best school or working Bhoe in the
market for the price.
If your dealer does not
keep them take no other, but send address on postal
full
card for
directions for measurement ana how
to obtain them. See that my uame and wari.
rantee
stamped ou bottom of each shoe.
W. E. DOUGLAS), Brockton, Mass,
marl 9
eod3m

C I in ton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
{VumIiuh, l.onell, Windham, and Bpping at 7. JO a. m, and 14.55 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, !,»
14.55.
For Kochenter, Mpringvale, Alfred, Was,
erboro and Naco Hirer, 7.JO a.
m.,
14.55 p. m. and (mixed) at O.JO p. m.
Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. m.f
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 ft. m.t 1.16 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For t.orhnm, Knccnrappn, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at
7.JO a. ci., 14.55, 0.40 and (mixed) *0.30
For

Northwest, West and Southwest

contain-

retail price.

m.

and all

PUBLICSCHOQLHYMNAL
Mailed for the

,fc,l4.55 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. in.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 6.40; p

dl6t

eraon.
281 well selected Hymns and about half as
many Tunes, all appropriate and well fitted for Devotional Exercises in schools.
Price 50 cts, $4.80

per dozen.

Monday, Dec. j«tk
1NM4, Passenger Train* will leave
{SS^3P«lland at 7.30 a. n., and
On and after

)

FIME3

WEES’ 3d MASS (65 cts.), and WEES’
MASS of ST. CECIEIA(65 cts.), new works of
great merit.

In

commends itself to all who have occasion
to use a dye for the beard or mustache.
It will change gray, faded, or sandy

mar 31

of Trains.

Arrangement

Assessors.

>

BURLEIGH,

a number of preparations to
prevent my
hair from falling out, and, realizing that I
was fast becoming bald, I tried, as a last

ration in the market for checking the
falling out of hair, invigorating the hair
roots, and promoting a new growth.”

STEPHEN MARSH,)

JOHN W. YORK,
WM. O. FOX,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

J. HAMILTON, Snpt.

unavailingly trying

resort, Hall’s Hair Eenewer. I have used
only four bottles of the Eenewer, and am
perfectly satisfied that it is the best prepa-

and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the rights to make
application to the Asseesors or the County Commissioners tor any abatement of his taxes, unless he
shows that he was unable to offer such lists within
the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assessors office on application.
earin no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits
in the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation of such doom.

Fortlaud andWorcesterLine.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

It will certainly restore
ORIGINAL COLOR. It
cleanses the head of dandruff, aud leaves
the hair soft, glossy, aud beautiful.” F. T.
Sandheiu, 1010 Spruce st., Philadelphia,
“After

And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator
or other person interested, is
hereby warned te give
notice of such change, and in default of such notice
will be held under the law to pay the ta^ assessed,
although such estate has been wholly distributed

ap4

produced by Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair
Eenewer, as observed by me in very many

Pa.,writes:

same.

voice cul-

Send for Lists of EASTER MUSIC
ing 170 line Chorals, Anthems, Songs, &c.

Notice.

twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and brine; to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April, 1885,
and be prepared to make oath to the truth of the

it

One ia tempted to pronounce this the very best
collection of songs extant. If not that, certainly
none better of the size exist.
Mr. Waite, who has
already compiled three College Song Books, condenses into this the cream of other collections, and
has brought together something that will be welcome in every household, as in
every college.
Seventy four pieces of American, French, German or “African” origin, nonsensical, comic, pathetic. musical and all sparklingly bright. Price
r
but 50 ccuih:

studying

Assessors*

Business. Call in and look

By Henry Randall Waite.

are

CITY oft PORTLAND.
fltHE Assessors of the City of Portland hereby give
JL notice to all persons liable to taxation in said
city that they will be in session every secular day
from the first to the fifteenth day of April next, inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to

weigh

the color of youth to locks which have
become faded ivitli age or disease; aud
relieves and cures itching, caused by
humors of the scalp. Dr. George Gray,
Nashua, N. H., writes: “It gives me
pleasure to testify to the wonderful effects

inst, barque Arlington,

Ar at Cardiff 4th inst, ships
Soltaire, Otis, Havre;
C C Chapman, Pierce, Liverpool.
Ar at Greenock 4th inst, ship Alice M Minott,
Dickinson, San Francisco.
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst, ship R D Rice, Jordan,
San Francisco.
Ar at Valparaiso 3d inst, barque Nellie Brett,
Davis, New York,
•ir at Valencia 4tn
inst, brig Ned White, Dow.
New York.

New York, April 6.—The following are the clos
iug quotations for mining stocks to*day:
Colorado Coal.10.2E
11.01
Hoinestake.
...

is reserved by
GEO. C. BURGESS,
city.
ap2dtdCity Clerk.

the

THE HAIR TO ITS

Lewis, Boston.
Sid, schs Niger, Adams, Boston; Vicksburg, Kendall, Philadelphia; Sebago, Clark, Point a-Pitre.

...

Outa io

It is a medicinal preparation,
tlie same time, an elegant and

supplying
p. m.,
of the city with such Blank Books and
as may be required during the present

municipal year.
Samples may be seen at this office.
The right to reject any or all bids

cases.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

*.

mining;

EENEWER.

H

Emperor, Brewer, Boothbay.

partments

Stationery

valuable advice to all who
ture. Price 36 cents.

HALL’S Sift

PORTLAND.

City Clerk’s Office, April 1st, 1886.
PROPOSALS will be received at this

MODERN (DINGING METHOD*—Their
Use and Abuse.
By F. Botmne. A short, hut important essay, with

USE

to

Steamer Eleanora, Bragg, for New York—J B
Coyle, Jr.
Soli M A DnbosqJ Trainer, New York G Soule.
Sch Black Warrior, Babbidge, Deer Isle—N Blake
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, So West Harbor—
N Blake.

89
60
30 Vs
31
Central Pacific.
Vs
Del.At Hudson Canal Co.. 79 V*
104%
Del. & Lackawanna.
7
Denver A ;(.'J
E. Term., Yir. Si Ga.
3%
E. Tonn.. Va., & Ga. pref.
5%
Kansaa & Texas. 17 %
>3
Houston Si Texas.
88
Hannibal & St. J'...
88
do preferred.
Hartford & Erie 7s. 11%
Lako Erie & West.. 12%
Louis Si Nash..i... 31
91
Missouri Pacific.
Morn* & Essex.....119%
8
Mobile & Ohio.
103
Metropolitan Elevated.
Manhattan Elevated
77%
...123
New York Elevated.
Northern Pacific common.,..
17%

New York

coal to C

Cleared.

..104%
42%
67%
Adams Ex. Co. .133%

American Ex. Co.—
Alton & Torre Haute
do preferred..
Boston Air Liao.
Bur. Si <>x!ar Rapids.
uanaoa southern..

Amboy—

Sch Perseyerance, Willard, Perth Amboy coal to
Geo H Rounds.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.
Sch Charlotte Buek, Smith, Boston.
Sell H S Bridges, Merriman, Boston for St John.
Sch Howard C Holder, (Br) Farnsworth, St John
for New York.

26

Lake Shore.. m*
Michigan Central....
New Jersey Central.

Ladies’ Hand Book—useful and attractive, containing list of prizes for recipes, information about
coins, etc., given away by all dealers in medicine, or
mailed to any address on receipt of 2c. stamp.

Arrived.

...

Chicago

I

Db. N. S. Ruggles, of Marion, Mass., says: “I
recommend Brown’s Iron Bitters as a valuable tonic
for enriching the blood, and removing all dyspeptic
symptoms. It does not hurt the teeth.”
Db. R. M. Delzell, Reynolds, Ind., says:
I
have prescribed Brown’s Iron Bitters in cases of
anaemia and blood diseases, also when a tonic was
needed, and it has proved thoroughly satisfactory.”
Mb.Wm. Bybnb, 26 St. Mary St.. New Orleans, La.,
says: "Brown’s Iron Bitters relieved me in a caso
of blood poisoning, and I heartily commend it to
those needing a purifier.”
The Genuine has Trade Mark and crossed red lines
on wrapper. Take no other. Made only by
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTIMORE, MO.

MONDAY, April 6.

Government Securities:
United States bond*, 3a..
101%
do
do
_112
do
4%s, rog....
do
do
do
4% B, coup.112%
do
do
do
4a, reg....121V*
do
.121 Vi
do
T.
4s, coap
125
Pacific 6s. ’D6...
the

•••

news,

Quickens

Clears the
It does not
the
or
cause
injure
teeth,
headache, produce constipation—ALL OTHER IRON MEDICINES DO.,
Physicians and Druggiats everywhere recommend it.

_

frew Vork Wtack ami Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York. April 6.—Money on call continues
at
1
per cent, closing at 1: prime paper at 4@6.
easy
GovernForeign Exchange at 4 86% and 4 88.
ments are quiet. State bonds dull and quotations
Railroad bonds have
are little more than nominal.
been fairly active and prices generally well held.
The stock market was dull throughout the alternoon with only slight fluctuations.
,*o oliowing are to-day’8 closing quotation* ol

following Are
ijoe&go & Al on

and ENRICHES THIS BLOOD.
the action of the Liver and Kidneys.
complexion, makes the skin smooth.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 7.
Sun rises.6.10
1., 4.27 AM
j Kl
water
Sun sets...... 6.16 I
f 6 36 pM

YORE 6TOOK8.

Missouri Pel.
Northern Pacfic yrele, it(l..

The

BITTERS

Combining IRON irith PURE VEGETABLE
TONICS, quickly and completely CLEANSES

..

A. T.« S. IP. 68%
.174
Boston A Maine..,.
81 %
Flint Si Pore Marquette preferred
13
do common
L, R. & Ft Smith. 34
&
New
Yori;
New
17%
Eng.*
Mexican Central 7s.,.49
XKW

FOR

dlw

office until Wednesday the eighth day of April,
SEALED
the different deat 6 o’clock
for

New York for San Francisco.
Ap.il 4, off Charleston Bar, sen Alice Aroher
from Amboy for Darien.

Arizona.Now York..Liverpool_Apl 7
Toronto.Portland,... Liverpool.... A pi 9
City of Chicago... .New York..Liverpool.Apl 9
Saratoga.New York. .Havana. Apl 11
Republic.New York..Liverpool.Apl 11
Waesland.New York. .Antwerp.Apl 11
Nevada.New York..Liverpool.Apl 14
Fulda.New York. .Bremen.Apl 16
St Germain.Now York .Havre.Apl 16
Circassian.Portland.. .Liverpool ....Apl 16
Gellert.New York..Hamburg.. ..Apl 16
City of Richmond.. NOW York.. Liverpool.... Apl 16
City of Puebla.New York..Hav&V Crus Apl 16
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Apl 18
Bohemia.New York. .Hamburg ..Apl 18
Zaaudam.New York. .Amsterdam. .Apl 18
Serna.New York..Liverpool. .Apl 18
St Domingo.New York. .St Domingo ..Apl 21
Finance.New York. Rio Janeiro..Apl 22
Valencia.New York..Lagnayra. ..Apl 23
Sardinian.Portland. ..Liverpool.Apl 30

Ox and 3teor iiide* 9*.' ibc weight and over 6%e|*lt
it
Ox and Steer tildes- under 90 lfce.6
Cow Hides, ail weights. 6
ofc> It
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
©4* ft
Oalf Skins...... 10 c|J3 It
75©:«b eacl
Sheep Skins

CITY OF

J

Proposals for Blank Books and
Stationery.

Cook, from

I

PATRICK O’NEIL,

apl

San Francisoo.
Sld fm Cardiff 30th, ships Servia, Smith, Montevideo; 31st, Annie H Smith, Brown, Hong Hong.
Ar at Aspinwall Mob 30th, ech blanche Allen,
White. Pensacola.
Sld fm Bonaire Mch 20, sch Laina Cobb, Cobb,
lor Vineyard-Haven.
At Sagua Mch 26, barques Emita, Crowley, and
Leventer, Vesper, for North of Hatteras; brig Daisy
Boynton, Shackford. and Flora Goodale, Davis, do;
J H Lane, Clittord, and Fanny B Tucker, Sylvester,
for North of Hatteras, ldg: sebz Emily J Watts,
Watts; Susan N Pickering, Haskell; Celina, Adams
Jos M Hayes. Lansil, and Kensett, Curtis, do.
At Matauzas Mch 27, barque Harriet S Jackson,
Baoon, for North of Hatteras; Arthur C Wade.
Sherman, disg; schs Jennie F Morse, Wildes; S M
Kenyon, Williams, and Norman, Smith, for do;
Henry Crosby, Stubbs, and Addie M Bird, Cushman, for do.

8»aK!S OFSTBAinaHIPb
FROM

Given under our hands this thirtieth day of March
A. D. 1886,
J. W. DEEMING, Mayor,)
ELIAS B. DENISON,
Committe
EDWARD A. NOYES,
on
{
FRANKLIN SIMONDS, f Laying Gut
HENRY C. SMALL,
| NewStreetS

Nagasaki.)

Cld at Hong Kong Mch 2, barqne A bbie Carver,
Pendleton, Iloilo, to load for New York or Boston.
At Iquique Feb 28, barqne 8 R Bcarse, Bernard,
from Valparaiso, ar 14th; Chas R Lewis, Strout,

widening

ened.

FOREIGN PORTS.
for

31.1885.

hereby given to all parties Interested

is

of Centre street from Free
street to Congress street, that the joint standing
committee of the City Council on the laying out of
new streets, will meet to hear the parties and view
the proposed way, on Wednesday, the 8th day of
April next, A. D. 1886 at five o’clock in the afternoon, at the corner of Congress and Centro streets,
aforesaid, and will then and there proceed to de
termine and adjudge whether the public convenience and necessities require said street to be wid-

Hiogo, Jap, Feb 11. barque John M Clerk,
Cenant, Philadelphia via Yokohama, (and sld 16th

xlK

•»%<!.IIVW

Hide;

March
in the
NOTICE

Ar at

&aid«N and Tsallovr.
The following
and Tallow;

City oi Portland.

Peters, Boston.

A

RAILROAD*.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SALEM—Sid 6th, schs S J Lindsay, Lewis, Provincetown for Rockland; Annie Frye, Foss, Amboy
fcr Portland; Bertha E Glover, Spear, Rockland
for New York.
GLOUCESTER—Sld 6th, sch Thayer Kimball, Pederson, and Mabel Hall, Yeaton. Rockland for New
York; Florida, Ames, Rockland for do; Ann Eliza,
Fisher, Boston for Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH-Sailed 6th, schs Allandale, Kemick, Boston for Portland; Lucy Baker, Thurston,
do for Rockport; Oorvo, AveriU, Rockland for New
York; Veto, Marshall, Thomaston for do.
Also sld, schs Lyra, Low, from St John, NB, for
New York; Abbie Walker, Dobbin, Vinaliiaven for
do; Mary F Pike, Mitchell, Lubec for do; Diadem.
Thorndike, and Eliza Levansaler, Thomaston for
New York; Telegraph, Gilchrist, do for do; Jesse
Hart, Wall. (Rookpon for Philadelphia; Mary N
Squire, McLaughlin, Friendship for do; A Hooper,
Davis. Boston for Calais.
Ar 6tli, sch Daylight, Hodgdon, Philadelphia.
EASTPORT-Ar {2d, sch Sarah Louisa, Hickey,

tame; reoeipts 283,102 bnsh; exports 9626 bnsh;
sales 193,000 bnsh on'spot;No 3 at 49%@g0c No 2
a‘, 49Vs®60c in elev, 61®61V4c afloat. Oat* V4®
Vgc higher and only moderately active, closing witK
advance partly lost; reoeipts
bush; exports
bush: sales 01,000 bush spot; No 3 at 36yac; do
White
2 at 37%@37%c in elev;
88% c afloat; No 2 White 37%@38c; No 1 and Nol
White nominal; Mixed Western at 37®39c; White
do 38@41c; White State at 39@42c.
Coffee dull.
The market for Sugar is dull and
nominal; refined
quiet; O at 4»/i®4%c; Extra C at 6®&y8o; White
do 5 3-l6@6V4c;iYellow
4ya@4%c; off A 6 6-16c;
Mould A 6o; standard A 6Vfec; confectioners A at
*>%«; powdered at 6c; granulated at 616-16;
Cubes 6 7-16; cut loaf and crushed at 6 7-16®6V4c.
Petrcleani—united 78c. Tallow easier at 6 1318@6%c. Pork barely steady; mess Bpot J3 00;
clear back at 14 60@15 26. Beef quiet. Card
4®
points higher and fairly active,closing weaker; contract grade spot quoted at 7 12V4@7 15; refined at
7 3b for continent; S. A. 7
60®7 66. Butter steady
for choice; Western at
10@27c* Cheese firm: Eastern 6@12V4c, Western flatat 6®10VSc.
Freights to Liverpool steady.
—

MISCEIiliANK®®*.

moie.

Receipts-Flour 37,00U bbls, wheat 28,000 bush,
corn 191,000 bush, oata 66 000 bush, rye 3,000
bu, barley 29,000 bush.
Shipments—Flonr 30,000 bbls, wheat 28,000 bu,
oorn 146,000 bush, oats 70,000 bnsh, ryo 1,000 bu,
bar<«y 13,000 bush.
ST Louis, April 6.—Flour
higherjXX 2 86S2 96;
XXX 2 95@3 06; family 3 20®3 30; choice 8
66@
8 70; fancy 4 00(5,4 66. Wheat higher; No 2 R d at
'.105,91 vie. Corn is higher at 39%®39yso. Oats
arehigher at 32%c. Eye nominal. Lard 6 70.
Keoeipts—Flonr 2,000 bbls. Iwheaa 12,000 bush,
corn 167,000 bush,
oat*47,000 bUBh,barley 1,0000
bush, rye 1,000 bnsh.
Shipments—Flonr 11,000 bbls, wheat 4,000 bu.
oorn 77,000 bnsh, oats
9,000 bush, rye 2,000 bn
»
barley 0,000
Detroit, April 6.—Wheat strong; No 1 White at
90%c bid; No 2 Red at 89%c; No 3 Red 78c bid.
Wheat—Keoeipts 19,000 bn; shipments 0000 bu.
New Orleans, April 6.—Cotton steady Middling
uplands 10%o
Mobile, April 6.—Cotton nominal: Middling alia ails lOVio.
SAVANNAH,April 6—Cotton is firm; Middling uplauds 10% c.
Charleston, April 6—Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 10% c.
Memphis, April 6.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands lOVic.

...

Twitchell, Champlin

common to choioe White Wheat Western extra at
4 75®6 26; fanoy do 6 SOffift 60; oommon to good
extra Ohio at 3 00®5 25; commo 1 to choice extra
Sh Louis at 3 00®6 25: Patem Minnesota extra
good to prime 4 76i®640: choioe to double extra
do at 6 40@6 60, including 2600 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 60®4 66;800 fine at 2 30®3 00; 600
bbls supertine at 2 60S3 16; 1600 bbls extra No 2
at 3 00®3 60; 3400 bbls Winter Wheat extra 3 00
@6 36; 4300 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 00®6 60.
Southern flour steady: common to fair 3 40@4 20.
Kye flour firm; Superfine at 3 60®4 00. \Vbentreceipts 64,576 bush; exports 111,626 bush;
l%c higher, closing easy; export and milling demand light; speculation more active; sales 182,000
bush on spot; No 2 Spring at 91c; No 1 Northern c
i f 96%@97c; No 3 Red 88c; No 2 Red at 9H4®92
in elev, 92Vi@93o afloat, 90Vic store; No 1 Red
State at 97c; No 1 White at 91c; State White 94®
94Vbc. Rye is weak. Barley is steady. Carts Vi@

a!A5LT

..

hhds 41 bbis molasses to

In port, schs Emerson Roke, Abbie 0 Stnbbs, and
C E Paine.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 4th, sch Perseverance, Wil'
lard, Amboy for Portland.
Passed by, Bch Jas A Garfield, Woodbury, from
Cardona* for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 6tb, sch Rose Estebrook, Davis,
Baltimore.
Ar 8th, schs Emerson PvOkes, Marston, Matanias;
Jas A Garfield, Woodbury, Cardenas; Belle Brown,
Perry, Arecibo; Col Milliken, Dunton, Maracaibo;
Cora, Studley, Richmond; Geosgie L Dickson, Harding, Norfolk; Elliott B Church, Kelley, Baltimore;
T A Stuart. Kelley, Hoboken; Clara E Rogers,
Watts, Weehawken; Frank O Dame, Rogers, Haiti-

20®2 90;|Sup.Western and State
to good extra Western and
to choico do at 3 60@6 60;

common

CO®3 4.0; good

Chicago, April 6.—Flour firm; choioe to fancy
White Winters 4 25@4 76; Michigan Winter Wheat
3 60@4 26; low grades Winters 2 26®3
00; fancy
Western Spring extras 3 26®S 76; good to ohnice
Spring extras at 3 0U@3 60; Minn, bakers 3 26®
3 76; common to good Minn, at 3 00@3 30; low to
choice Spring Superfine at 2 00®2 75;good to
fanoy
Minn, patent 4 60®5 26. Wheat is higher; April at
76% ®77%c; No 2 Spring at 77i4@79yac; No 3 at
70n72c; No 2 Red at 82y8®83c; No 3 at 73@76o.
Corn Is higher at 38V4@41V4c. Oats higher at 28 V®32Viic. Rye firm; No 2 at 62yac. Barley steady;
No 2 at 62@63e. Pork higher 11 76@11 80. Lard
higher 6 77V6@6 80. Boxed Meats steady; shoulda< s at 4 60@4 60; short rib at 6 9035 92ya; short

Oreamery.23®25 Led Top.2 00®2 21
Gilt Edge ver... .23®26c:Timothy.1 06@1 71

nixirs*

No 2 at 2

ft!. 2 60@3 16;

XTAa&ywl

Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewisthe night Pulxman Express

ton at 6.40 p. m.;
train at 1.60 a. m.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Maeftias Steamboat Company.
NTEAOTER

CITY

OP

RICHMOND

leaves Portland every THURSDAYS 11.00
p. m.
after arrival of night
train from Boeton, for
Kmktnud, Canine, Deer l.lr, Nedgwiek,
Monih West
Harbor, Har Harbor and Ml.
*
“d loaves Mt. Desert herry every
SATURDAY at 10.00 a. m., after arrival of trains
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.15 p. m., for Millbridge, Jonmpoil, MacbiaspoM udlia
port; or parties for these points desiring to do so
oan take the steamer at Portland.
RET CRN I
Leaves Enstport every Monday Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry and leaves the
Ferry every Tuesday Morning for Portland via all

landings.

Limited Tickets, first and second clnss, for
all points in the
Province, on sol. at
reduced ratea.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen'l Manager,
r. E. BOOTH BY, Goal. Pass. A Ticket Aft.
Portland Oot. 16,1684.
Jan21dtf

■1'lriK

Personal.

PBEBS.

TUESDAY MORJflXU, APRIL

Mr. Z. F. Little of Gardiner formerly of this
city haB been spending a few days in town, the
gnest of X. J. Little.
Mr. Edward F. King, of Bangor has been
appointed a clerk in the Railway Mail Ser-

7.

CITY A&D VMC1NITY.
NBIV ADVERTISEMENTS TODAI.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

rope.
Mr. Charles D. Starbird is again suffering
severely, at his home on Munjoy Hill, from
the effects of a serious wound received in the

Cowdrey’s Salad Cream.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Slrirt Waists—Owen, Moore & Co.
Corset s—Bines Brothers.
For Sale—House.
Striped Cashmere Shawis—A. B. Butler.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Satin Donchesse—Millett & Little.
Non-Resident Taxes, City of Portland.
Black Satin Hhadames—Millett & Little.
Fine Suitings—Fred Farrington.
The Most Fashionable Hat—Merry.
To Let— House.
Shirt Waists—Casco Clothing Co.
In Insolvency.
Twitchell, Champliu & Co.—2.
State of Maine.
To Let—House at Woodfords.
Situation Wanted—Bookkeeper.
Wanted—Horse.
For Sale—Small Cottage.

army tweutj-ono years ago.
Joe Cross, well known to tbe visitors to the
Rangeley Lake region has been spending a
few days in this city as the guest of Mr. Chas.
Gore.

Among the graduates from the Hahnemann
Medical Collego in Philadelphia, last Friday,
were Henry C. Jeffords and J. M. Prilay of
Maine. There were 48 graduates.
Mies Beil, assistant teacher at tbe Farming-

Wanted—Party with Capital.
J. H. Wbidden, M. D.

Maine State Pythian Relief.
Satan is Coming.
For Sale—Portland Bird Store.
Board—11 Myrtle St.
For Sale—Eggs for Hatching.

Cowdrey’s Salad Cream is a wholesome and
delicious dressing for salad's, cold meats, fish,
celery, lettuce, asparagus, etc.
ap7-eod3t
Brief Jolting*.
Fiuo day yesterday. The mercury indicated
43° at sunrise, 50° at noon, 45° at sunset; wind
northwest and north.
The block on Congress street, opposite the
head of Casco street, is to be extended in the
rear.

The strong northwest wind of the past two
dried the mud in many of the
streets.
The contract for supplying the public schools

days has nearly

with stationery has been awarded to Hall L.
Davis & Co.
A foot-ball club has been organized under
the name of Dirigo Union, with W. Chase as
captain.
Workmen were engaged yesterday in repairMg tbe damage done to the High street
church by tbe fall of tbe brickwork there.
The April meeting of the Woman’s Indian
Association will take place this afternoon in
the vestry of Plymouth church at 3 o’clock.
Capt. Annie Shirley, division officer of the
Salvation Army for tbe New England States,
spoke at the barracks on Middle street, last

night.
The Maine State Pythian Relief Association
holds its quarterly meeting at Pythian Hall
to-day. The association has now just 1,000
members.
The detention of the Boston & Maine train
for about an hour Sunday night was caused by
a car off tbe track betwoen Saco and Biddeford. No damage of consequence was done.
Mr. J. M. Hussey has sold his valuable roan
to Mr. Frost of Deering.
The horse is Maine

bred, weighs 1400 pounds and has

a record of
2.38 in a Concord wagon.
Yesterday morning Police Officer W. S.
Frank seized a barrel of beer from a team in
in the rear of Conelly’s saloon on Moulton
street. The police made no other seizures,

although watch

kept throughout

the day.
The Easter sale of useful and fancy articles
at the residence of Canon Sills, 135 State
street, will be held on Wednesday afternoon
and evening next, fhstead of Thursday, as at
first proposed.
The old building, in the rear ot the lot
where the Beaver block will be erected, was
moved off yesterday. The new building on
the Fitch estate on Congress street is in prowas

of erection, and Blackstone & Smith will
have the masonry, and A. D. Smith the carpenter work.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wantcess

ed, Situations Wanted, Fob Sale, To Let,
Board and Rooms and Lost and Found, not

exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Press one week for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the Press makes it the
best medium for these advertisements.
The Forest City’s Cruise.
Tbe Forest City started from Boston for
Portland on her regular trip Friday night.
The weather was beautiful when she left Bos-

ton, but off Cape Ann she ran into a thick
northeast snow storm and heavy sea, and Captain Snowman decided to put the steamer into
Gloucester. There was a large number of passengers.
Two men, one said to be a physician of Lewiston, said they must go ashore, and the physician said be would pull an oar.
So a boat
was

lowered and into it

dropped

the two men,
seen of
the physician as the boat left the side of the
ship and dropped into the deep trough of a sea,
he had dropped his oar and was holding on to
his silk hat with both hands, while he was
completely dreoohed by a heavy sea, and tbe
mate said, on his return, that the doctor, when
they landed at Gloucester,was the wettest man
be ever saw.

along with the boat

A tup finnvflufifl

Tbe last

crew.

marc

nf

fVi A

naaimiMO,.

Gloucester to take the train, while others remained aboard and were provided with their
meals, and all unite in saylDg that Captain
Snowman and Steward Brown left nothing undone for their comfort, and think the captain
merits great praise for taking the steamer into

Gloucester as he did.
vessel left Gloucester,
the afternoon.

Sunday at 3 a. m, the
reaching Portland in

Portland Cadet*’ Hall.
The Cadets’ balls and parties are most delightful affairs and are patronized by onr best
citizens. Their committee have the faculty of

making everybody appear at their ease and so
these occasions are entirely free from the stiffness and uncomfortable feeling engendered by
state occasions, while attended by the same
people, and the fifteenth, which occurs April
14th, will prove no exception to the rule.

ton Normal School, is in poor health, and will
not be able to resume her work again this
term.
It is reported that Rev. Father Finn of Concord, N. H., will be transferred to Portland,
aud be succeeded by Rev. Father Feeney of
Manchester, whose place will be filled by
Father La Fortune of Salmon Falls, N. H.
G. F. Duncan, New York; J.Whyte, Spring

field, Mass.; C.jT. Ripka, Boston; J. T, Holt,
St.John, N. B.; B. F. Rollins, Plymouth,
Mass.; E. A. Smith, Providence, R. I.; S.
Sterns, Bangor, were at the Falmouth last
night.
Fred R.

Guernsey,

for ten years a member
of the editorial staff of the Boston Herald,
who has resigned to accept the editorship of
the Mexioan Financier,was the guest of a number cf his journalistic brethren, at a. dinner,

Friday night.

Mr. Guernsey leaves for; the
city of Mexico next week. Mr. Guernsey was
formerly city editor on the Bangor Commer’
cial.

Monday’s

Boston Journal says: “Mr. Chas.
E. Lindall, the cornet eoloist of this city, has
been unanimously elected, and has accepted
the position as leader and agent ot the Boston
City Band, vice Mr. F. A. Hersey, who has
removed to Savannah, Ga. Mr. J. B. Clans,
so long connected with this organization (the
old Medford Band), will still remain as musical director.”
Roliston Woodbury, Esq., Principal of the
Castine Normal School, who has been spend-

ing the

winter at Aiken, S. C., on account of
ill health, will return home next May. His
health is considerably improved,
and his

hope that a complete recovery may be
announced before many more months elapse.
Mrs. Woodbury came home a few weeks ago
and will not return to Aiken unless her husband should have a relapse.
Mr. Abijah Rowell died yesterday morning
at Livermore Falls at the ripe age of nearly 90
years. He has always been a resident of Livermore. During his long life he was never
sick in bed until about three weeks ago, since
which time he has been a great though patient
sufferer. He leaves a widow now 93 years ;old
and several children. Hejlived to sea descendants of the fourth generation arrive to manhood. He was a consistent member of the
friends

Baptist church for

years than many of
the oldest inhabitants can remember.
An
honest mao, a good citizen and a loving and
devoted husband and father has gone to his re.
ward and will be missed by a large circle of
friends and relatives.
His funeral will take
place at Livermore Falls on Wednesday next.
Major E. Rowell of Hallowell is his son and
two grandsons George S. and William W. are
connected with the

Advertiser.

Interesting meeting.
Mr. Joseph Proctor, the well
known tragedian, accompanied by his brother,
Col. Proctor, was visiting Mr. W. G. Twombly at Stockbridge’s music store, when Mr.
Kotzschmar came in. The tragedian and musician most cordially greeted each other. It
An

Yesterday,

Mr.

Proctor who first introduced Mr.
Kotzschmar to Portland, and Mr. Kotzschmar
recalled how one bright morning in 1849 Mr.
Proctor came to his room in Boston to see if he
had decided to visit this city as chief of the
was

orchestra for the Union street theatre, of
which Mr. Proctor had taken a lease. Mr.
Kotzschmar consented, and both came to Portland that very day.
The engagement lasted
The orchestra consisted of
eight months.
Kotzschmar, loader, who played piano or viclin; Reinecke, violinist, now leader of the orchestra in the great Kroll’s Garden at Berlin;
Faulwasser, who died a few yeara ago, clarionet; and Junginckel, one of the best ’cello
players ever heard in New England. After
Mr. Proctor’s, lease expired, Messrs. Kotzschmar and Junginckel remained here, but
the others returned to Boston.
The tragedian
and mnsician recalled lots of amusing events
of the olden time, until Mr. Proctor had to
take the train east, where he will play an en-

gagement, and also in Halifax and St. John,
returning to Portland the first week in May.
Probably Insane.
Some days ago, Thomas M. Glendenning,
postmaster at Long Island, came up to the
city and called upon Marshal Andrews, telling
a long story of a boy on Long Island, who had
threatened to kill his grandmother, and whose
life bad been marked by deeds of great violence towards various parties.
The,.Marshal
dismissed the case fob want of evidenoe, bat
yesterday Glendenning again appeared with
Marshal Andrews told him
that being a constable he had perfect right to
proceed against the boy.
Last night the Express published a column
and a quarter of matter in regard to the caae,
in which a most startling story is told of precocious villainy.
The only natural conclusion
from the story in the Express is that the boy is
additional stories.

insane.

missionary for Maine.
Rev. Samuel C. Beane, pastor of the Unitarian Society of Concord, Mass., has accepted, to take effect Jane 1, the appointment of
the American Unitarian Association

as

mis-

give tbe manualjo music. This manual is an
entirely new one and embraces many difficnlt
manoeuvres.
Chandler is also preparing new
mnsic for this

ance.

fection.

A

picked squad

manual.

of sixteen

A

men

will

choice order

of

dances has jnst been arranged,—jnst enough
waltzes and jnst enough plain dances. MrsUlmer will furnish refreshments. Altogether
the drill and ball of the Portland Cadets,
April 14tb, will prove a most enjoyable occasion.
Reserved seats were sold at the armory last
night and there was a great demand. When
the sale commenced at 7.30 o’clock, some persons had been waiting over eleven hoars.
A
few good seats still remain unsold.
The tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s.
The audience present will be very large.

Engineer mining and Developing Co.
The election of cfiice at the adjourned meeting held Saturday resulted in the choice of
Thomas J. Little for treasurer, and Franklin
J. Rollins, F. G. Patt6rson, J. J. Gerrish, W.
S. Dana, Thomas J. Little, W. L. Bradley,
W. H. Stevens, C. H. Trne and Horatio Hight
At the meeting of directors
as directors.
Franklin J. Rollins was elected president,
Frank 0. Payson vice president, Thomas J.
Little secretary, and F. G. Patterson general
The reports
manager, for the ensuing year.
show the affairs of the corporation to be in a
prosperous condition, no debts
some snrplns in the treasury.

and

a

hand-

Worth of Wood Will Get ITonr
Breakfast.
We were shown yesterday a new departure
in summer cooking, that may revolutionize the
present system. A small sheet iron box holding one-half cent’s worth of kindling wood
was placed on the cook stove at V. M. C. A.
rooms, and heat enough produced to boil water
in two different vessels, the smoke ^passing
through one of the cover openings and thence
to the chimney. A patent will be issued today
to N. O. Bond, of Washington, D. 0., a forA Cent’*

mer

resident

ot

this section.

_

Portland & Ogdensburg.
Yesterday’s Portsmouth Chronicle says: In
the snit of the Mercantile Trust Company vs.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company,
H. N. Jose, Esq., who succeeds the late
Samuel E. Spring as trnstee, has been made
a party defendant, and Hon. Jeremiah Smith
has been appointed master to state the amoant
of indebtedness on the bonds claimed to be
owned by the plaintiffs, with a view when his
report shall have been filed to have a sale for

foreclosure made.

Wedding Anniversary.
The fifth anniversary of the wedding of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. Prlndable was pleasantly
celebrated at their residence, 151 Spring street,
last evening. A number of the friends of the
couple were In attendance, and the programme
of the occasion, including musical exercises,
snpper and social entertaiumeol passed off
happily. Mr. and Mrs. Frindable were handsomely remembered with presents.
A New

Rook,
entitled "Home Made Sweets” is to appear at
the Easter sale at Mrs. Sills’ on State street to
be held on Wednesday afternoon and eveniDg
of this week. This little book contains choioe
receipts for confectionery. Each one of them
has been tried and tested.
It has been com"

piled with great

by one of the youcg la
dies of St. Luke’s Cathedral.
Sale.
The ladies of St. Paul’s Guild wil hold their
annual sale of useful and fancy articles at the
Young Men’s Christian Association hall today,
excellent sapper will

be served at 6

o’clock.
better

The following
for March, 1885:

Carriers’ Report.
is the leSer carriers’ report
DELIVERED.

Mlatc Hoard of Health.
Dr. F. H. Gerrish of this city, whose name
appears firBt on the list of tbe members of the
new board of health, thinks that he will call
the first meeting of the board for next Monday

Ordinary Letters.140,832
Registered Letters... 2,873
Postal Cards. 39,384
Papers... 80,500

at Augusta, where all meetings must be held
in accordance with the provisions of the statute. Dr. Gerrish is trying to make arrangements so that all the members may be present
at the first meeting and as they have not all
been heard from as yet, the date is not folly

Ordinary Letters.122,013
postal Cards . 30,270
19,847
Papers.

deoided upon.

pot-holes

269,695

and

fonnd,

are

a

as

Albany Basins,
Conway, the Basin at
the

Diana’s Baths at North
Franconia, N. H., the large number at Bellow’s Falls, Vt., at Lewiston Falls, Brunswick,
and other places along the Maine rivers, which
are the unquestioned result of fluvial erosion,
ho gave a description of the excavations at

Georgetown and Sawyer’s Islands, whose origin is somewhat mysterious, and upon which
all writers do not agree.
On Georgetown Island there are four perfect
ones, besides remains of several othors. The
two largest are situated upon the side of a
rocky hill, from 10 to 80 feet above tide water
and a short distance from the steamboat landing at Riggsviile. The largest is from G feet 3
inches to 7 feet in its several diameters, the
longest being from east to weBt; depth nearly
nine feet, with sideB bulging a little near the
centre; the bottom is uneven, having a flange
upon one side two feet or more in width, which
narrows as it extends around until lost in the
The smaller one is a perfect
opposite wall.
circle at the margin, 3 feet 10 Inches in diam*
with
a
of
1 feet.
ter,
depth
They are always
filled with water from the surface drainage,
which Mr. Manning aud his friends siphoned
out to make the examination.
They were
cleaned out by Mr. Riggs nearly 35 years ago,
who took out about two cart loads of rounded
boulders, gravel and sand, also from the bottom of the largest one a boulder weighing five
or six hundred pounds.
The stone was irreg
ular in shape, but well rounded and polisbe
upon one side, the other being more flattenedThe
two other
pot-boles mentioned are
smaller, one situated just above, the other just
below tidewater. On Sawyer’s Island only one
retains its shane. which was orieinallv about
three feet in depth and thirty inches in diameter, the sides rounded in ^gracefdl carves much
like the smaller end of an egg.
In dose proximity are the remains of several others, destroyed by the crumbling of the ledge. The
formation of these pot-holes has been ascribed
by different writers to human handiwork, the
action of the sea, daring a subside nee of the
land, fluvial erosion, or erosion by the subglacial stream.
At Cohoes, N. Y., two series of pot-holes are
found; one, along the bed and valley of the
Mohawk river; tbe other, on a higher level, in
a general line north and south, crossing the
valley diagonally instead of following its direction.
These latter were described by Prof. Agassiz
in a discussion before the American Association of Science at Hartford, in 1867, as the
work of cascades pouring down through crevasses formed in the glacier by the physical
features of the underlying surface.
The reasons for and against the different views were
discussed, that of glacial erosion either by the
action tot the “pouring cascade" or the subglacial Btream offering the only satisfactory
The march of the glacier over
explanation.
Georgetown Island is shown by the ploughing
and grooving of the ledges, by a small cairn
upon the farm of Mr. Campbell near the potholes, and by a line of boulders running north
and south for some distance across the Knubble, as the promontory which forms one side of
the cove, is called.
music AND D HAITI A.
A TIN SOLDIER.

Mr. Charles Hoyt is very clever and satirical.
He scores one when he satirizes the methods
of the plumber, the offleiousness of the modern
servant and the female admiration for brass

bnttons.

"A Tin Soldier,” Mr. Hoyt’s latest
production, is a musical comedy in three acts,
which very extravagantly, but very humorous-

situations that

are

in themselves

The

The concert at the hall of the Young Men’s
Christian Association last night was given before an appreciative audience. The programme
was published in yesterday’s Press, and the
various numbers were well received.
Maher’s
orchestra famished the orchestral mnsic in
their usnal good style.
NOTES.

There was a very good advance sale of tick$
ets for the Thomas concert at Stockbridge’a
yesterday. Miss Jncb, who sang in Portland
some time ago, gave great pleasure to all who
beard her on that occasion.
The Boston Museum Company will be here
**
in May.
Madame Patti will appear at the Boston
Theatre on Monday evening, April 27, for six
performances only. She sails for Europe after
this farewell engagement.

C. Robinson.

Meetings.
St.

Stephen’s

officers

were

elected:
Moderator—Sidney W. Thaxter.
Clerk—David F. Corser.
Treasurer and

Collector—Henry

S.

Triokey.

Wardens—S. T. Corser, Geo. H. Starr.
ST. lckb’s.
This society last night elected these officers:
Wardens—Geo. E. B. Jackson, C. B. Merrill.
Vestrymen—W. L. Putnam, J. M. Brown, Nathan
Cleaves, W. H. Clifford, H. W. Robinson, C. S.
Deake, J. H. McMullen, H. W. Hersey, J. A. Merrill, J. E. Prindle, C. B. Greenleaf.

Moderator—Charles A. Brown.
Clerk—Thos. J. Little.
Pariah Committee and Assessors— Ebon Corey,
Joseph E. Blabon, Franklin J. Rollins,
Treasurer and Collector—Chas. Payson.
Mnsic Committee—Chas. R. Milliken, Joseph E.

Blabon, R. O. Conant.
The society voted to raise 87,7(35 for expenses
the coming year, and the parish committee
were appointed a committee to procure plans
and estimates for repairing the front of the
church. The meeting then adjourned fonr
weeks, when this committee will report.
Rack

on

Her Route.

The steamer State of Maine made her first
regular trip of the season last night carrying a
great many passengers, and a large amount of
freight. She is officered as follows:

Captain—David Larcom.
1st Pilot—Chas. Hilyard.
2nd Pilot—Samuel Pike.
1st Mate—Hugh Thompson.
2nd Mate—Jas. E. Thompson.
Chief Engineer—Andrew Taylor.
2nd Engineer—0. O. Foss.
Steward—J. W. Thompson.
Grand Army Mutters.
were received at the executive

Applications

committee headquarters yesterday for quarters
during the National Encampment as follows:
Maj. George L. Stearns Post, No. M9, of
Charlestown, Mass., in camp, for 25 men.
The Department of the Potomac, Washington, D. C., want headquarters assigned them
at the Falmouth Hotel.
Democratic City Committee.
The new Democratic City Committee organized permanently last evening with the choice
of the following officers:
President—Asa B. Russell.
Vico President—Peter O’Connor.
Secretary—Joseph A. McGowan.
Treasurer—M. M. Riggs.
Finance Committee— P. J. Larrabee, R. D. Woodman and Edward S. Fossett.

172,130

Real Relate Transfers.

The

following

transfers of

county have been recorded
Deeds:

Deering—Augustus Tate to
and buildings, $175.

real estate In this
the Registry of

at

Andrew

Hawes, land

Cornelias B. Merrill to George H. Bangs, land,

81000.'

•

In

aged

Kennebnnkport.jApril 4,

Miss Eliza

89 years.

FURNISHER,

8TOJRE,

Under Falmonth Hotel.
eodtf

MERRY’S,

be

42.00

15

4,400
3,787

1,800

36.00
4.00

56

4,343

1,600
100

32.00
2.00

Fhan

Tucker, Mary A.

THE HATTER.

and 72

One

away to the bojs
with their Hats.

given

HATTER,

237 Middle Street, Portland.
eodtf
ap7

Lnknown Owners of.

Warren, Henry I. Heirs. ..•{

I

foliar.

(

Bbis?

)

Choice New crop
Barbadoes
Wolasses,

dlw

EASTMAN

J. H.

WHIDDEN,

M.

Successor lo DR. C. H. BURR,

Portland,

BANCROFT.

DEPARTMENT.

The great increase of onr Sales in this Department has obliged us
to devote more space to it, and it is with pleasure that we new announce the opening of a NEW DEPARTMENT, devoted entirely to
this line ot goods, which our customers will find up stairs.
We have made arrangements with a New York Importer to supply
us with the latest and most desirable styles of LACE DRAPERIES as
soon as received by him.
We have just returned from New York with a splendid assortment of
these goods and are now prepared to show some of the most elegant
designs in SWISS LACE APPLIQUE DRAPERIES, with BED SETTS
to match, that were never imported to this country.
We also carry a full line of NOTTINGHAM DRAPERIES in both
White and Ecru. Also a fine line of MADRAS LACE in plain and

colored, to be sold by the yard.

As

an

Cotton

introductory

Drapery

to this Department we shall offer One Case
at 10 cents per yard.

Fancy

SEE

WINDOW DISPLAY.

EASTMAN
»pr7

»P7

dtf

BROSTaT BANCROFT.

Celebrated French P. D. Corsets in all sizes, also
Dr. Warner’s, Madam Foys’ and other most salable
makes in all sizes.

FOR

400

8.00

9,040

6,000

100.00

54

3,356

2,800

66,00

32

9,040

5,000

100.00

37

3,850

3,300

66.00

78

5,930

600

12.00

40

1,088

1,000

20.00

67

7,800

1,200

24.00

36

6,000 I
5,000 i

1,080

20.00

36

5,000

500

10.00

36

5,320

400

8.00

36

6,320

400

8.00

36

4,437

600

12.00

48

6,0001

900

18,00

48

6,300

600

10.00

4,750

400

8.00

48

4,760

400

8.00

48

4,612

600

10.00

48

5.000

600

10.00

47

5,747

900

18.00

47

5,000

800

16.00

1

32,745

1,000

20.00

1,100

22.00

*

Millett

13,400

3

about

12

8,001

40 0

8.00

12

7,493

200

4.00

Little.
dSt

We Have Jest Received frail le Largest Manufacturers of

Shirt Waists

Boys’

30 dozen at 25 cents
“
“
1®
“
“
20
“
“
5
“
“
15

each, former price 50c
38 cents
50 “
75 «
85 “

.
.

Sold by others from $1.00 to $1.25.

To-day we shall close out a lot of Corsets in medium sizes at only 12 1-2 cents per pair.
Also 60 dozen good 50 cent Corsets at 34 cents.
These last we have kept for years as an extra good
50 cent Corset, but having replaced them with a
better one, will close these as above, which is actually less than manufacturers’ cost.

SAUK—To make room for new stock, 1
shall sell my brass and japanned cages at the
following discount:
Cages for $0, 85, 84 and 83 a
piece, 1 allow 90 [cents on each; Cages for 83 or
abont, at 40 cents on each; Cages’for 81 or abont
at 10 cents on each.
PORTLAND' BIRD STORE’
7-1

EVENING, April 7,

2,600

d,f

occur at Pythian Hall, TUESDAY
at 8 o’clock.
ap7dltJ. F. CHUTE, Sec’y.

THEciation will

64.00

12

«

75 dozen New Corsets, in all sizes, at 50 cents
10 styles desirable Corsets at
$1.00
“
“
“
“
5
1.25

Maine State Pythian Reliel Association
April quarterly meeting o! the above Asso-

2,700

SATIN

Clothing Co.,

CORSETS!
Closing Out Sale.

For

EGGS

6.00

32

St. Nos. 70

Cor. Middle and

SATAN IS COMING.

for hatching; Plymouth Rock, White Leghorn and Light Brahma $1 per setting of 13Pekin Duck’s eggs $1 per setting of 9; also a limited
number Wyandotto eggs at $2 per setting. For sale
by C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St., Portland.

7,610

20.00

6.00
12
300
8,G94
HENRY W. HERSEY, Treasurer of the City of Portland.
d3t

Casco

dim*

For Sale.

28

bal.

300

28

48

-

Congress Street.

dents connected with Satan’s birth, powers and adskirmishers, Satan’s Temple, Ten Commandments, Satan’s Ensign and inscriptions, what Satan
says regarding his ensign to all nations, etc. Price
25 cents; stamps. Address AUOIJST
ROHE,
St. Paul, Minn.ap7d&wlt

1,100

24.00

aP7

Me.

vance

1,200

7,220

6,000 1

■

D.,

sale—the book of knowledge—
Contents: Millenium, 1890; arrival of the long
anticipated Jewish Messiah; great financial crisis,
1880; great war throughout the entire world, 1886;
Satan the chief Anti-Christ, time of his birth, inci

2,000

12

36.00

bal.

in this country a large invoice of these goods, and
going to sell them this week at reduced prices.
Now is the time for the mothers to purchase their
supply for the summer.

*

TELEPHONE 451.

ap7

3,200

OFFER TO-DAY:
5 pieces Black Satin Rhadames at $1.00
5 pieaes Black Satin Rhadames at $1.12 1*2
5 pieces Black Satin Rhadames at
$1.25
6 pieces Black Snrah Silks at $1.00.
5 pieces Black Surah Silks at $1.25.
We offer a new morning Surah at $1.50.
We will close one odd lot of very elegaut Black French Satin
Ottomans at the following prices:
1 piece Black Satin Ottoman at
$1.00, marked from 1.50.
1 piece Black Satin Ottoman at
$1.50, marked from 2.00.
1 piece Black Satin Ottoman at
$1.75, marked from 2,50.
__we have » full line of the new Tricote Silks in Black, very desira*
hie. Prices from $1.00 to 1.75.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE:

633

6,160

14

are

SPECIAL.

NOTICE

crime of BurLarceny is now pending before
the Governor and Council, and a hearing thereon
will be granted in the Council Chamber, at Augusta, on Monday, the Twenty-seventh day of April,
next, at 11 o’clock A. M.
ORAM AN DAL SMITH,
apr7d2w
Secretary of State.

BROS^ft

DRAPERY

State of Maine.
JExecutiye Department, )
Augusta, March 27,1886*)
is hereby given that Petition for the
Pardon of James M* Pote, a convict in the
sentence for the
Prison} under
and

22

MIL.LETT*LITTLE

Now landing at Merrill’s wharf, ex Schooner
“A. T.,’’and for sale by the importers.

CHAR PLIW & CO.
TWITCHELL,
*P7

2,100

Satin Ottomans.

ap7&14

41

4,811

0

_

new mmm mousses.

42.00

16

AND

land, against the estate of said
ANDREW NELSON, of Portland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed on the sixth
day of April A. D. 1885, to which date interest on

FIRST OAROO

8.00

RHADAMES, SURAH SILKS

THIS

dlw

400

Nos. 46 to
St. Nos.274

BLACK

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland.
State of Maine.
April 6, A. D. 1885.
In case of ANDREW NELSON, Insolvent Debtor.
is to
give notice that on the sixth
day of April, A. D. 1885, a Warrant in Insolwas issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
vency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumber-

TWITCHELMHWLIMCO.
ap7

3,366

Deeds)

Portland, April 7,1885.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Just landed, ex Schooner “Nellie Shaw,” and for
sale by the importers,

4.00

14

St. Nos. 23 and 25
Land W side Sheridan St Nos. 172)
and 174, Lot No. 8, Plan book)
No. 61, page 297 Reg’y of
Va Land S ride Walnut St, Nos 88
to 96 and W side Sheridan St
Nos. 182 to 186
Vz Land W side Sheridan St. Nos.
166 to 170

_

276 Hlids (Fancy, Choice and Prime
24 Tierces S
Ponce Molasses.

60.00

200

Bide Mellen St. Nos. 30
and 32
Land S side Cumberland St. Nes.
528 and 530
Land, 10 lots E side E Promenade
and in road, Nos. 80 to 86 Inclusive, and 93, 94 and 95
Land W side E Promenade Nos.
114 to 116 and E side Morning

|
t

claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to
be holden at Probate Court room, in said Portland,
on
the twentieth day of April, A. D. 1885, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

3,000

Land W

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Mad'
only by C. I. HOOH Sc CO., Lowell, Mass,

Doses

2,246
1,600

St. No. 6 and 8
C.Land » side Danforth St. Nos. 277
and 279, S Bide Taylor St. Nos.
28 and 30
Land 2 lots E side State St. Nos.
285 to 293 and S side Portland
St.Nos. 156 to 162
Land S side Portland St. Nos. 144
and 146
Land N side Sherman St. Nos. 31
and 33
Land S side Grant St. Nos 28 and
30
Land S side Grant St. Nos. 2 to 8
and W side High St. Nos. 234
and 236
Land 2 lots E side Mellen St. Nos.
09 to 105 and S 6ide Portland
St. Nos. 204 to 210
Land S side Portland St, Nos. 180
and 182
P. Land N side Sherman St. Nos 01
and 63
76
Land S tide Grant St.
62 and W side State
and 270
Land 3 side Sherman

200

21
13

Land S side Grant St. Nos. 74 and

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

35

sageway from Cove to Hammond
St. Nos. 16 to 18.I
land and bids W side Plum St.
Nos. 36 to 88
(Land and W house and stable W
w
J side Arsenal St
"..
Va land and bids W side Plum St.
I No. 36 and 38
M.Land and W house E side Brown
St. No. G1

found at

THE

22

4.00*

10.00

1,462

A BAG OF MARBLES

MERRY,

600

08,00

»

Can

1,884

2,100

Feeling

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion,- 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my blood, sharpeus my appetite, and
seems to make mo over.”
J. P, Thompson,
Register of Heeds, Lowell, Mass.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
Is worth its weight in gold.’’ I. Barrington.
130 Bank Street, New YoiB. City.

22

3,300

St. Nos. 20 and 22
Stetson, Elizabeth A.Land and W house S side Pleasant

System

200

5,476

Skillings, Frances L.Land andW house N side Douglass

THE FINEST,
Nicest and Most
FASHIONABLE HAT

400

1,843

22

Porter, Geo.

•

2,020

l

Throop, Mary J.

the

8.00

13
22

6,090

warm

Strengthen

44.00

28

Perrv
y,

83^" The f nneral service of the late Mrs. Ohauncey Barrett will be held to day at 2.30 o’olk P. M.,
at Evergreen Cemetery.
E¥“The fnneral service of the late Ella M.
Nichols will tdke place this Tuesday afternoon at
2 o'eloek at her late residence in Deering.

“I could not sleep; had no appetite. I
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and soon began ts
sleep soundly; could get up without that
tired and languid feeling; and my appetite
improved.” R. A. Sanford, Kent, Ohio.

2,200

Folsom,Zophar.1

f

weather has a debilitating effect,
especially upon those who are within doors
most of the time. The peculiar, yet common,
complaint known as “that tired feeling,”
is the result. This feeling can bo entirely
overcome by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
which gives new life and strength to all
the functions of the body.

3,840

46.00

Pennell, William L.Va

♦

Lawrenoe, Mass., April 3, Oliver D. Hideout,
aged 61 years,—formerly of Cumberland, Me.

The

20

bal. 60,45

Walker,

In

That Tired

4.00

2,300

St. Nos. 10 and 12
side Larch St. No, 22
Matthews, Edward.Land and W house W side Emerson St. No. 22
Mayall, Mary S.Land and W house and stable S j
side Sherbrook St. Nos. 8 and 1
10 and E side Watervllie St. f
Noe. GitoGl
)
Albert
J.Land
ana 3 W houses Ssido Lin.)
Merrill,
coin St. Nos. 74 and 76 and W }
side Franklin St.Nos. 182 to 186)
Morrill, Adelaide S..Land and house W side Howard
St. Nos. 36 and 38
Morton. William H .Land and 3 W houses W sideWash*
ington St. Nos. 168 and 160
Land S side Newbury St. Nos. 180
and 182
Mnnlt-m, onaries
p
atom
ton, rtui.la. R.
Land N (Ide MlddIe st_ Nos. 103
and 105
O'Rouke, Felix.Land and W house E side Cove St.)
Noe. 17 and 19, and S side pas- j

VflBl’B

Temple

Sts.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
ANNUAL SALE OF SHIRT
*

To-Day

—■

we

WAISTS.

■■

shall

commence

onr

cleaning

np sale of “Star” Shirt Waists, offering all of
last season’s styles at 75 cents each. Ladies
who have bought them at our former annual sale
will know that they are
bargains worth securing.

•

_

UET.-On
St., Woodfords, two story
TO
house, containing nine rooms, large stable,
all in
of land if

*

Ocean

good repair; eight

let for

a

acres

of years.

term

Standish, Me.

wanted;

will

Address C. H. ALLEN,
7-1

with capital to open store
and extend trade; two hundred bbis sold last
60
cents per bbl; best thing in
week; profits average
the market. Address B. C., Press Office, Portland
7-1

WANTKD—Party

horse; mnst be kind, good work-

WANTKD—A.
er, fair driver, fast

walker, weigh between
1100 and 1200, not over 16 hands high, and price
Address with full particulars, 8. S.
reasonable.
SOCLE, So. Freeport, Me.
7-1
position
bookkeeper by
WANTKD—A
who is
young
graduate of business
as

man

a

a

a

college; can furnish best ot references. Address
BOOKKEEPER, Freeport, Me.__7-1

SAUK—A two story frame house, thirteen
rooms, pleasantly situated in westerly part of
on line of horse cars; lot 50x148.
BENJ.

FOB
city,

SHAW, 48% Exchango St.7-1
BE

total number of pieces handled was
411,725, an increase of 72,000 over the corresponding onth of last year.

apr7

18.00

bal.

200

3,900

St., No. 87.
Frye, John J.Land and w. bids. E. aide Green
St., No. 169.
Gould, Edward A.Land N side Walnut St,. No. 45
Holmes, James K.Land and W house N side Brad-

Farrington’s

KTJE1-V<7-

1,300

2,73G

ford St. No.;il to 13
Horr, Henry...Land, Long Island
Ingraham, David H.Land and B house W side Smith

THE CLOTHIER AND

^•3?

Lane No. 12 to 14.
Land and B. house W.side Franklin St., No. 162 and 154 & N.
side Dyer’s Lane No. 1 & 3.
of.Lana and W.house W.side Winter
St., No. 102 A104.
aud Vs bids, E. side Market
St No 101 to 105.
I Land and B. houBe E. side Wllmot

Kerrigan, Patrick.Land W

Fred R.

4 months 19 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, April 6, William H., only son of Jas.
S. and Franoes A. Staples, aged 29 years 0 months.
[Bangor and western papers copy.]
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, April 6, Lizzie, daughter of Patrick
Stone, aged 10 years 6 months 17 days.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
at No. 200 Congress street.
In this city, April 6, John W., infant child of
Daniel Brundage.
In Kennebunk, April 4, Ellen S., wife of Emery
Andrews, aged 39 years.
In Kennebunk, March 31, Ivory Chick, aged 77
years: and eight days previous, his wife, aged 77
years 4 months,—having had a harpy wedded life of

St.

(Land

AT

In this oity, April 3, Effie Maria, daughter of
Neal C. and Annie S. Thompson, aged 9 years 3
months 7 days.
In this city, April 6, Charles William, only son
of Neal Q. and Annie S. Thompson, aged 7 years

2,760

45

Femald, Isaac, Heirs
v

FURNISHINGS,

ICO

24

Vs Land & W house S. side Dyer’s
Lane No. 10.
Land and W. house S. side Dyer’s

Felt, Jesses.

Lida .J. Leach.

STATE STEEET.

At the anneal parish meeting of State street
church, last night, officers were elected ae
below:

inglon

AND A FULL LINE OF

GENTLEMEN'S

Tax Due
3.00

Valuat’n.

_

bpring Oversacks,

DEATHS.

Area.

13

„.

ALSO A NICE LINE OF

Kinney and Rachel

glary, Entering

ST. STEPHEN’S.

At the annual meeting of
Society, last evening, these

leaf St., No. 14.
Chase, Pbebe W.W. bid. of Wyer Bros, on land No.
226 Franklin St,
Land and W. house N. side Fore
Costello, John H.
St., No. 246 to 261 and E. side
Franklin St., No. 33 to 47.
Land and W.house Murray’s Lane
rear No. 79 & 83 E. side Wasli
Farrell, John E.

Meg, Youths, Boys and Children.

In Union, March 14, John M. William of Liberty
and Hattie E. Thomas of Warren.
In Penobscot, March II, Geo. A. Holt and Miss

State

Parish

April,
Names,
Plan.
Description of Property.
Bennett, Lorenzo P.Land Peaks Island.
Breslin, Rose...Land and W. home W. side Grceu-

FINE SUITINGS

iTlAKItlAQES.
E.

on

me as

much of the real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the nmorut due therefore iu
of the said bills,
eluding interest and charges, will without further uotipe be sold at public auctiou. at the ottioe of the
Treasurer of said city, on the 9th day of
1885, at 10 o’clock A. M.

“Perfection’’

George, March 14, J.

owners

remaining unpaid on the 9th day of September, 1884, by his certificate of that (late, and now remain uupald; and notice is hereby given that if the said
taxes, interest and
not
in
are
the
of
paid
treatary
said
charges
city, within eighteen months from the date of the commitment
so

Egg Boater and Creamer, which is to be publicly exhibited Thursday and Satmday next,
excels all other inventions, and cannot fail to
be appreciated. See advertisement.

In St

real

on

by

Bennett.

THE GRATTANS.

CONCERT AT Y. M. C. A. HALL.

list of Taxes

-FOR-

lOO

The Grattans, whose dram atio efforts are always received with favor by tbe Portland public, will give an excellent representation of
"Colleen Bawn,” one of the best and most interesting of Dion Boucicanlt’s popular dramas,
on the
aftornoon and avaninernf Want TWtt
Portland Theatre has been engaged for the ocand
the members of the association are
casion,
working hard to make the affair as successful
as have been their previous efforts.

NEW AD VEllTIHE.TIKNT*.

following
estate of non-resident
in the city of Portland, for the year
THE
•1883, in bills oommitted to Henry W. Hersey, Collector of said City,
the tenth day of Sen tern her,
him to
1888, has been returned

Secretary—Mary Morgan.
Treasurer—Rose

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Non-Resident Taxes in the City of Portland, in the
County of Cumberland, for the year 1883.

President—T. M. Lewis.
Vice President—H. K. Hallett.

extremely

This new play, like' "A Eag Baby,” and in
fact all of Mr. Hoyt’s productions, requires a
company composed of exceptionally bright
people in order to bring out the full effect of
tbe many witty sayings.
The company that
presented the piece at the Portland Theatre
last evening is made up of just such persons.
They fully entered into the true spirit of the
comedy and made use of every opportunity to
illustrate the author's keen sense of the humorous and ridiculous.
The liveliest and perhaps the neost amusing
renditions were those of Miss Marion Blmore,
as a servant who sings very well and dances as
well as Bhe sings; of Miss Amy Ames as cook,
and of Miss Eachel Booth, the servant of a
neighbor, upon whom much merriment of the
The character given to Mias
play hinges.
Booth was decidedly unique and funny, and in
so admirably carrying it out she showed herself a most pleasing and attractive actress. Mits
Gilbert acted the lady like a lady, and Mr.
Mills, the gentleman, gentlemanly.
Mr.
Leonard Grover, Jr., the plumber, amused the
audience at four dollars an hour, and Mr. Connor as his apprentice was equally funny.
The
heroes of Gettysburg made a great hit in their
ridiculous parts.
The whole went smoothly.
The laughter
and applause were almost continuous and the
encores numerous.
It is a lively, rollicking
play, and deserves a crowded house at its
repetition this evening.

NEW

officers:

laughable.

COLLECTED.

The

i
SeminaryThe school is in excellent condition th's
spriDg, aud there are now abont 80 stndents in
all. Many improvements have been made in
and abont the hall this year.
The senior class
has received an addition of several new members this spring term, making 23 in all.
The
annual May festival will be held this year, and
the first Bcciable of the season was held April
3. The lyceum will be order shortly.
The senior class have elected the following
Wchtbrook

ly, illustrates the every day events of domestic
life.
The piece abounds in wit that borders
not at all on the vulgar, and most ludicrous

care

Buster

and an

Reed,

valuable co'lection of
plants from the department of agrioulture.
Also of nineteen skins of birds, mostly from
Maine, given by A. S. Gilson. Nevada fossils
by G. W. Verrill. Cbamelion and lion fish, by
Oapt. J. F. Moantfort. Gorgonia, Casco Bay,
by Arthur S. Harding.
Mr. Manning read a paper upon the rock excavations at Georgetown and Sawyer’s Islands.
After referring to well known localities where
gressman

more

sionary for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. The office was created at a meeting at
Rev. Mr.
Saratoga Springs last simmer.
Beane was recommended for the place by the
State associations of Maine and New Hampshire. His salary will be S2400 and traveling
expenses paid, and he will make Concord his
He is a scholarly and influenheadquarters.
tial clergyman, and the denomination at large
has reason to be highly gratified at his accept-

Chandler is to open the exercises with one of
his baudfconcerts, and he says the programme
Is the finest that has been ever attempted here
either by his or similar organizations. Then
comes the company drill, and everybody knows
what a drill by the Cadets means—simply per-

9

vice.
Solomon Schryver and daughter will leave
in a few days for a three months trip to Eu-

Society of Natural History.
Vice President Thompson announced the receipt of a large number of government publications obtained through the influence of Con-

UKT—Pleusant, convenient house,
TO
taining ten rooms; good location. Apply to W
48 Vi,
H.
St.

ANTHOINE,

BOARD—A

con

Exchange
gentleman and wife

7-1

few single
with hoard atll

Brothers.

&p7

SAUK—a small cottago at Cushing’s Is
land, very cheap. Inquire at 190 MIDDLE
ST-, Portland, Me.
7-1

STRIPED

dlt

SATIN DUCHESSE

Millett <& Little.
We offer a fall line of Satin Dnchesse in all the new colors. These
goods are celebrated for their perfect finish and wear.
We offer them at the low price of $1.50 per yard, sold everywhere
for $2.00.
We invite inspection of these goods.

Millett
apr7

<fc

Little.
U3t

"CASHMERE

We offer this week

a decided bargain in Cashmere
Shawls, new
75 Large Striped Cashmere Shawls at
“
“
“
*•
“
50

We hare

or a

gentlemen can obtain rooms
MYRTLE ST.7.7

FOR

Rines

never

money.
We also offer
we

have

seen

a
ever seen

Shawls anywhere

near

as

good and desirable

and very

common

wear’

$1.75 each.

*!»5

as

Vs

these sold for less than double th®

of SHETLAND SHAWLS, in
any colors at prices
much lower than
very
v
’®I'“U
them offered before.

!

!!

44

**

“
*4

90 els. each.

at
“

$1.24

*4
m

25 extra heavy hand-made Shetland Shawls at
S0
7 oents
7
per yard, and 200 pieces

| fyQ

3)00

44
“

PRINTED PIQUES In very desirable new patterns
Pieoea,wi<io
style PRINTS and CAMBRICS at
5 cents

new

A. B.
I^p.

desirable for

good variety

36 Shetland Shawls, all colors,
31

SHAWLR

only

per

yard.

at

only

BUTLER,

847 Middle

street.

